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Abstract

We are living in a time where a massive 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is generated

every day. To realise the value of this data, stream data processing offers a new pro-

cessing paradigm that aggregates and analyses large volumes of data quickly. While

several commercial Stream Processing Engines (SPEs) are available, it remains dif-

ficult to develop stream-based applications. Over the last decade our research has

identified and addressed two dominant reasons for this difficulty: Heterogeneity

and Stored-Streaming Divide. Heterogeneity highlights the lack of standards in

SPEs as well as the wide and changing variety of application requirements. Stored-

Streaming Divide is the focus of this thesis. Stored-Streaming Divide emerges from

the fact that commercial SPEs treat streaming data and relational data as separate

entities even though applications increasingly demand integrated access to both.

This integration manifests itself as the join between the stream of fast coming data

and relational data sources and is what we call the Stream-Relation Join (SRJ)

problem. Two solutions are provided to address the SRJ problem in this thesis.

Some commercial SPEs and research projects take a radical approach to ad-

dressing the SRJ problem by building an SPE on top of a database from scratch,

we call this the stream-relational approach. This approach is cumbersome, it re-

quires extensive alteration to the database kernel to process the streaming queries.

Alternatively, our approach provides a lean layer that sits between the application

and a commercial SPE, which we call the federation layer. This layer extends the

database only to the point that it provides just enough functionality to interact

with the application and the SPE. In doing so, the federation approach not only

efficiently addresses the SRJ problem but ensures the application is portable across

a range of commercial SPEs. How to build a federation layer is detailed in this

thesis.

Our second solution complements the federation approach and addresses its lim-

itations. While the federation approach significantly improves SRJ processing, it

assumes the source of relational data is available within the federation layer which



may not be the case. When relational data is not available, the federation layer

passes the SRJ queries to the underlying SPEs which are inefficient at processing

these queries. Currently, SPEs use a naive tuple-by-tuple approach for SRJ pro-

cessing where the SPE sequentially accesses the database for every incoming tuple.

Also, the benefit of using a cache is heavily dependent on stream data distribution

which is stochastic in nature. For these cases we propose a new generic SRJ operator

to facilitate SRJ processing regardless of the cache performance that uses two tech-

niques: out-of-order processing and batching. Importantly, this thesis thoroughly

addresses the issues of disordering and defining the optimal batch size arising from

out-of-order processing and batching. This operator also uses a novel technique

to set an upper bound for the operator’s cache size for cases where data exhibits

special characteristic (i.e. temporal locality). Our experiments use a variety of syn-

thetic and real data sets to demonstrate that our proposed operator outperforms

the state-of-the-art tuple-by-tuple approach in terms of maximising the throughput

under ordering and memory constraints.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the age of Big Data, data processing tasks such as automated stock trading, real-

time video processing, sensor data management, and operational Business Intelli-

gence (BI) applications need to handle large volumes of data streams at low-latency.

This demands a shift from the store and then process model of traditional DBMSs,

towards an in-memory and on-the-fly processing model of stream data processing. It

has been almost a decade since stream processing emerged as an exciting new field

of research in the database community and the research in this thesis is a major

contribution to the field.

To date a significant portion of stream processing research has made its way

from university prototypes into industry products (e.g. StreamBase [1], Coral8 [2],

Truviso [3], Esper [4], Microsoft StreamInsight [5], and Oracle CEP [6]). Despite

the availability of these commercial Stream Processing Engines (SPEs) it remains

hard to develop and maintain stream-based applications. From extensive research

on different aspects of many of these commercial SPEs that we have undertaken in

collaboration with leading global IT companies and research institutes, two dom-

inate reasons for this difficulty have been identified: Hetrogeneity and Stored-

Streaming Divide.

Heterogeneity highlights the lack of standards in SPEs as well as the wide and

changing variety of application requirements. Consequently, existing SPEs vary

widely in data and query models, APIs, functionality, and optimisation capabilities.

The need for standardisation has recently been acknowledged and a few initiatives in

this direction have commenced [7, 8]. This problem is challenging given the variety

of subtle semantic differences in execution models must be settled before a SQL

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

standard can emerge. In our previous work we proposed SECRET [9], the first

attempt to describe, predict, and compare the basic query execution behaviours of

diverse SPEs.

The second problem is the Stored-Streaming Divide which is the focus of this

thesis. It deals with the management of relational data and streaming data - still

mostly treated as separate concerns even though applications increasingly require

integrated access to both. Generally speaking, streaming data carries little infor-

mation, yet there is a demand to report more contextual information to realise

the value of this data, and this requires joining data streams with databases. The

join between fast streams of incoming data and relational data often residing on

local or remote databases is what we call the Stream-Relation Join (SRJ) problem.

The SRJ problem becomes more challenging when the frequency of SRJ queries are

high. High frequency impinges on the performance of stream processing engines to

the extent where stream processing can become as slow as querying a database. For

instance, to provide an end-user with meaningful information about an Electronic

Product Code (EPC) [10], the Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) reader must

send a query for every single read to the database to provide a description of the

object.

This thesis provides two sets of solutions for the SRJ problems. The first solution

is inspired by the fact we can treat the stream and the relation similarly as part

of the same framework by building a streaming engine on the top of a relational

database, called the stream-relational approach. The second is to build stream-

relational engines that are vastly different to other stream-relation approaches (e.g.

[3, 11, 12, 13]). In conventional stream-relational approaches, the database engine

must be fully extended to be able to process continuous streaming queries which

demands extensive programming and changes to both the streaming and database

engines. In our approach, which we call a federation approach, we are inspired by

the traditional database federation technology [14, 15, 16], and provide a generic

lean federation layer (middle-ware layer) between the application and underlying

heterogeneous commercial SPEs. A federation layer that is built on the top of a

relational database can orchestrate the communication between the application and

a range of SPEs by providing a common programming interface and query language.

In order to build a federation layer, we extend the relational database only to an

extent that provides just enough functionality to be able to interact with applications

and the underlying SPEs while all the other missing streaming functionalities are

out sourced to the underlying SPEs.

2
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The federation approach not only facilitates quicker SRJ processing but does

not limit applications to a specific SPE product, meaning applications are portable

across range of commercial SPEs. Building our federation layer on a relational

database also takes advantage of all the basic relational functionalities, including

transaction, persistence and the query processing architectures. This thesis pro-

vides the design and the implementation details on how to build a federated stream

processing architecture on top of a relational database. As a proof of concept,

we have implemented a federated stream processing layer on top of a commercial

database, which demonstrates the increased efficiency of our approach in terms of

overhead. We argue that the federation approach not only has great commerciali-

sation potential but also unlocks many worthy research challenges.

The second solution addresses the limitations of the federation approach. While

the federation approach significantly improves SRJ processing, this approach as-

sumes that the historical source of information is locally available within its frame-

work which may be the case in many real-life scenarios. Once the source of relational

data is not locally available within the federation framework, the underlying SPE

is required to process the SRJ queries. After extensive study of the major com-

mercial and also academic SPEs, we found two key issues about SRJ processing.

First, SPEs access the database for every incoming tuple one-by-one, we call this

the tuple-by-tuple approach. Therefore, where the time to process each database

request is more than the input rate, there will be a queue of incoming tuples that

might violate the desired Quality of Service (QoS). Using a cache inside an SPE

helps to avoid accessing the database for every incoming tuple, yet the performance

of the cache is heavily dependent on data distribution which is often stochastic in a

streaming environment [17]. The second limitation of current SPEs is that the SRJ

operator performs its computation sequentially: as tuples arrive, they are processed

by a single flow of control. Therefore, once a query for a cache miss is sent to the

database, the SPE is idle while all the hit tuples queue up. Our solution to deal

with the SRJ problem for commercial SPEs is to define a new generic SRJ operator

based on the combination of batching and out-of-order processing that efficiently

processes SRJ queries regardless of the cache performance. Out-of-order processing

uses parallelism to process the hit tuples as they arrive while it waits for the cache

misses to be processed. In batching, rather than sending tuples one-by-one we send

the tuples as a batch. Since our solution manifest itself as a User-Defined Operator

(UDO) and considering most of SPEs today provide the option to use UDOs, our

solution can be used both as a stand-alone solution for commercial SPEs or as a

complementary solution to a federation approach.

3
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Importantly, during this research and the time spent with technical staff from

commercial SPEs, we also identified that efficient memory allocation between the

cache and the queues inside SRJ operators as an issue. Currently, SPEs provide

users with two options for allocating memory between the cache and the queues: a

bounded or unbounded cache size. It can appear that the unbounded option is a

better fit providing more space for the cache and saving the number of I/O opera-

tions. However, the trade-off of in memory allocation works as follows: allocating

space to the cache saves expensive I/O operations, which leads to faster processing

of the stream tuples and higher throughput rates. At the same time, less space is

allocated to the operator’s queue, which may limit incoming tuples. For instance,

in cases where input streams exhibit temporal locality and when the range of values

of the stream tuples change, existing cache content is less useful leading to more

reads from the disk and potentially a greater queue making unbounded cache the

lesser option. In this thesis we begin to address the memory allocation issue between

cache and queue and investigate a special case (data with temporal locality) using

a novel approach based on stack reuse distance [18] defining the appropriate upper

bounded limit for the cache size. This area of work has great potential for future

research which can further improve SRJ operators throughput.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis

Motivated by the drawbacks of existing approaches to the SRJ problem this thesis

makes the following contributions:

1. We provide a guideline on how to build a federated stream processing engine

on top of a relational database suitable for a range of commercial SPEs.

2. We adopted a use-case from a real-life scenario to demonstrate the feasibility

of the federation architecture in terms of creating overhead efficiencies.

3. To address the limitations of the federation approach we also propose a new

generic SRJ operator that facilitates SRJ processing regardless of the cache

performance and data distribution on both stream and relational data. This

operator uses two effective techniques, batching and out-of-order processing

that work together to efficiently process the SRJ.

4. We detail how to deal with disordering as the result of out-of-order process-

ing for different types of continuous queries (e.g. time-based windows). We
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strongly assert that our argument can be used beyond the scope of this work

as a guideline for how to deal with disordering because it is applicable to a

wide range of stream processing challenges.

5. Given our operator uses batch processing, we have defined the optimal batch

size for different scenarios.

6. We evaluate the effectiveness of our operator with a detailed experimental

study on synthetic and real-life data sets with varying characteristics. The

results demonstrate that our SRJ operator achieves a higher throughput under

ordering constraints.

7. We propose a novel approach using stack reuse distance to suggest an appropri-

ate upper-bound for the cache size in cases where the streaming data exhibits

temporal locality. Our experiments show that our approach outperforms the

state-of-the-art memory allocation strategies in commercial SPEs..

1.2.1 Organisation of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides a back-

ground of stream data processing as a new and evolving field of research within the

database community. Chapter 3 provides the details of a federation approach which

addresses the SRJ problem by building the streaming engine on top of a database.

Chapter 4 address the limitation of a federation approach that assumes that rela-

tional data is locally available. To address this issue we propose another generic

operator that facilitates SRJ processing. Chapter 5 discusses the issue of how to

efficiently manage memory between the cache and the queue inside SRJ operators.

In the final chapter we conclude by providing a summary of our contributions, key

discussions, commercialisation potential and future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background

The background section establishes the key concepts and issues within the field of

stream data processing technologies and illustrates the key argument for joining

stream and relational data. More significantly, this chapter also serves as the most

extensive glossary of terms currently available in this field.

2.1 Stream Data Processing

Human activity today is massively supported by computerised systems. These sys-

tems handle data to achieve existing operational goals and it is often of great interest

to query and mine this data with a different goal: the supervision of the system.

The supervision process is often difficult (or impossible) to run because the amount

of data to analyse is too large to be stored in a database before being processed,

often due to its historical dimension. In recent years, this problem has been stud-

ied intensively, mainly by researchers from the database field. A new model of data

management has been defined to handle “data streams” which are infinite sequences

of structured records arriving continuously in real time. This model is supported by

newly designed data processing systems called “Data Stream Management Systems

(DSMS)” or “Stream Processing Engines (SPEs)”. These systems can connect to

one or several stream sources and are able to process “continuous queries” applied

both to streams and standard data tables. These queries qualify as continuous be-

cause they stay active for a long time while streaming data is transient. The key

feature of these systems is that data produced by streams are not stored permanently

but processed “on the fly”. This is the opposite of standard database systems where

data is permanent and queries are transient. Continuous queries are typically used

either to generate alarms when some event occurs or to build aggregated historical
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Figure 2.1: Database management systems vs. data stream management systems

data from raw data produced by input streams. Figure 2.1 illustrates the funda-

mental difference between DBMS where the query runs against the data versus in

DSMS data that runs against the continuous query.

Just as data stored in databases and warehouses is processed by mining algo-

rithms, it is interesting to mine data streams, that is to apply data mining algorithms

directly to streams instead of storing them in a database beforehand. Indeed new

data mining algorithms have been developed to apply directly to streams. These

algorithms process data streams “on the fly” and can provide results based either on

a portion of the stream or on the whole stream. Portions of streams, alternatively

are defined by fixed or sliding windows.

Several papers, tutorials and books have defined the concept of data streams

(see for instance [19, 20, 21]). The definition of a data stream used in this thesis

is :“A data stream is a real-time, continuous, ordered (implicitly by arrival time or

explicitly by timestamp) sequence of items. It is impossible to control the order in

which items arrive, nor is it feasible to locally store a stream in its entirety.”

The streams considered here are streams of items (or elements) in the form of

structured data and should not be confused with streams of audio and video data.

Here, real-time also means that data streams produce massive volumes of data

arriving at a very high rate.

2.1.1 Applications of Data Stream Processing

Data stream processing covers two main aspects: (1) processing queries defined on

one or several data streams, often including static data; (2) performing data mining

tasks (query processing) directly on streams, usually on a unique stream. For both
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of these aspects, the following requirements should be met:

• Processing is done in real-time, following the arrival rate in the streams and

not crashing if too many items arrive

• Each item of the stream is processed only once (one-pass processing)

• Some temporary storage of items of the streams may be considered but with

a bounded size

The applications of data stream processing can be divided in into two categories:

• Real-time monitoring (supervision) of information systems Whatever

the sector of activity, current Information Systems (IS) manage more and more

data for supporting human activity. The supervision of these systems (for

instance supervision of a telecommunication network) requires the analysis

of more and more data. It is not possible any more to adopt the “store

then process” strategy which has been used until now by maintaining large

data warehouses. There is a strong need for real-time supervision applied on

detailed data instead of batch supervision applied on aggregate data. This can

only be done by processing data “on the fly” which is the approach developed

by data stream processing.

• Generic software for operational systems managing streaming data.

There are many operational information systems for which the main activity is

to process streams of data arriving at a high rate. It is the case for instance in

finance where computerised systems assist traders by analysing automatically

the evolution of the stock market. Such systems are today developed with-

out any generic tool to process streams, exactly as first Information Systems

were developed using files to store data before data base technology was avail-

able. Data stream processing solutions will provide generic software to process

queries on streams, analyse streams with mining algorithms and broadcast re-

sulting streams.

Supervision of computer networks and telecommunication networks has been one of

the first applications motivating research on data streams. Supervision of computer

networks consists of analysing IP traffic on routers in order to detect either tech-

nical problems on the network (congestion due to undersized equipment) or usage

problems (unauthorised intrusion and activity). These applications fall into the first

category of real-time monitoring of IS. The size of data to be analysed is huge since
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the utmost detailed item to be analysed is an IP packet. Typical rate is several

tens of thousands of records per second to be processed when raw detailed data is

already sampled by 1/100.

Finance is the first domain where commercial data stream management systems

have been used in an industrial way. The main application in finance is to support

trading decisions by analysing the price and sales volume of stocks over time. These

applications fall into the second category of operational systems whose first goal is

to manage streams of data.

2.1.2 Main Features of Stream Processing Applications

Stream Processing Applications (SPAs) have specific features that, in conjunction,

set them apart from traditional interactive and batch processing applications. Below

we discuss the most fundamental of these features.

Edge adaptation: SPAs ingest data from live sources and transmit results

to different end consumers, sinks, for short, that might include other automated

systems as well as human users. Thus, integration with external systems is an

intrinsic part of these applications, requiring both source as well as sink adapters.

The process of adapting the data coming from sources or transforming the streaming

data to be sent to sinks is referred to as edge adaptation. This activity might involve

data cleaning and transformation as well as protocol conversions and rate adaptation

to match the needs of the external systems.

Data-in-motion and long-running analytics: SPAs implement

data-in-motion analytics. These analytics ingest data from live, streaming sources

and perform their processing as the data flows through the system. This on-the-fly

model of computation provides the ability to ingest and analyse large volumes of

data at rates that are not possible to achieve with traditional data-at-rest

analytics, imparting the ability to adapt to changes and to derive insights in

real-time. Furthermore, SPAs are usually long-running applications. As a result,

they are usually designed to function automatically as well as to be maintainable

(with component hot-swap capabilities) and tolerant to transient failures, ensuring

resilience in the face of workload fluctuations, changes in resource availability,

application requirements, and availability of data sources and sinks. Hence, the use

of adaptive resource management techniques, including load balancing and load

shedding as well as partial fault tolerance techniques are both prevalent.

Reactive and pro-active analytics: SPAs are reactive, built to detect pat-
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terns of interest in streaming data and to generate actions as a result. Hence, these

applications maintain state typically held in a win- dow, whose contents are updated

as the data flows in. Many SPAs are also proactive, particularly when implement-

ing ex- ploration tasks where the current and past history of one or more incoming

data streams are used to build models for predicting future events. Both reactive

and proactive analytics must adapt the internal processing logic of the application

based on newly detected or predicted events. To implement this, it is necessary

to propagate control information from the later stages of a DFG to earlier ones in

the form of feedback loops. In general, the feedback control information can also

trigger topological modifications to an application's DFG. Examples of such changes

include altering the set of data sources and sinks used by an application, adding new

analytical pieces, or removing existing portions from a running application.

Multi-modal analytics: SPAs use multiple modes of data input and output, a

re- quirement driven by the need to correlate information across heterogeneous data

sources. Structured information such as relational database records, unstructured

information such as audio, video, and text, and semi-structured information such

as XML- and JSON-encapsulated data are a few examples of the types of data

processed by a SPA. Hence, SPAs must have support of a rich type system and

programming model so an application's analytical engine can be properly expressed

and engineered.

High performance and scalable analytics: SPAs often demand high

throughput and low latency, as a consequence scalability to handle the vast volume

of data they analyse is paramount. Meeting throughput and latency requirements

implies the use of both vertical scalability (scale-up) and horizontal scalability

(scale-out) techniques. Vertical scalability demands scaling the performance of an

application as the computational capacities of the hosts where it runs increases.

Thus, a SPA is usually designed to take advantage of more CPU cores, additional

band- width, and additional memory when these resources become available.

Horizontal scalability demands scaling the performance of applications as the

number of hosts used to execute them increases. Thus, a SPA is usually designed

to be elastic.

2.1.3 Structure of Data Streams

In this section, the formal definitions for a set of basic stream processing concepts

and constructs is presented.
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Definition 1 (Time Domain) The time domain T is a discrete, linearly ordered,

countably infinite set of time instants t ∈ T.

Time instants are non-decomposable units of time with a positive duration. We

assume that time is bounded in the past, but not necessarily in the future.

Definition 2 (Stream) A stream S is a countably infinite set of elements s ∈ S.

Each stream element s : 〈v, tapp, tsys, bid〉 consists of a relational tuple v conforming

to a schema S, with an application time value tapp ∈ T, a system time value tsys ∈ T,

a tuple-id value tid ∈ N and a batch-id value bid ∈ N. We use the notation s.tapp,

s.tsys, s.tid and s.bid to denote the application time value, system time value, tuple-

id value, and batch-id value of stream element s, respectively.

In the above definition, we have used two different notions of time: “application

time” and “system time”. These both take values from our time domain T, but

carry two different meanings, and therefore, are used for two different purposes in

our model. Application time captures the time information that is associated with

the occurrence of the application event that a stream element represents (usually

provided by the data source), and therefore will be used as the basis for query ex-

ecution over the stream; whereas system time captures the time information that

is associated with the occurrence of the related system event (arrival of the corre-

sponding stream element at the system) and therefore will be used as the basis for

reasoning about tuple arrival events in the system and how the system should react

to them.

It is important to note that elements in a stream are assigned unique system

time values, but multiple elements can share the same application time. Therefore,

streams are totally ordered by the system time values of their elements, whereas

they are partially ordered by their application time values. Similarly, elements in a

stream are assigned unique tid values, and therefore, streams are totally ordered by

the tid values of their elements.

Definition 3 (Batch) A batch B of stream elements for a given stream S is a finite

subset of S, where all b ∈ B have an identical tapp. Each such batch is given a unique

batch-id bid ∈ N such that, for all b ∈ B, b.bid = bid, indicating that b belongs to the

batch that is uniquely identified by bid.

Note that, by definition, all tuples in a given batch have the same application

time value (tapp), but that does not mean that all tuples with the same tapp are in

the same batch. For example, if we have four tuples with tapp = 5, they can show
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up in two consecutive batches with two tuples each. Therefore, it is possible that a

new batch can arrive without application time advancing. This implies that streams

are also partially ordered by their batch-id values.

Definition 4 (Window) A window W over a stream S is a finite subset of S.

Windows can be defined in many different ways. In time-based windows, stream

elements whose application time values fall into a certain application time interval

constitute a window. Likewise, in tuple-based windows, stream elements whose tid

values fall into a certain tid interval constitute a window. More formally:

Definition 5 (Time-based Window) A time-based window W = [o, c] over a

stream S is a finite subset of S containing all data elements s ∈ S where o ≤ s.tapp ≤
c.

Definition 6 (Tuple-based Window) A tuple-based window W = [o, c] over a

stream S is a finite subset of S containing all data elements s ∈ Z where o ≤ s.tid ≤
c.

In general, systems do not process arbitrary sets of windows, but rather require

the windows to have a specific relationship to each other defined by two parameters,

size (ω) and slide (β), which are both positive integers.

Definition 7 The set W of all time-based windows defined over a stream S must

satisfy the following two constraints:

Size: All windows must be the same size, that is, ∀ W ∈W, c− o+ 1 = ω.

Slide: The distance between consecutive windows must be the same. For two win-

dows W1 = [o1, c1] and W2 = [o2, c2], we require that o1 6= o2. Furthermore, we

say W1 and W2 are consecutive if o1 < o2 and there is no window W ′ = (o′, c′)

such that o1 < o′ < o2. For all consecutive windows W1 and W2 in W, we

require that o2 − o1 = β.

At application time t, we say a window W = [o, c] is open if o ≤ t ≤ c. A window

is closed if c < t.

2.2 SECRET Model

As previously mentioned, SPEs are often vastly different in their execution semantics

making application development hard and producing results difficult to interpret.
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In other words, we may receive different sets of results running the same query on

the same input using two different SPE products. We explained this issue in our

previous work, SECRET [9], which is a general model for describing and predicting

the behaviour of SPEs. SECRET strives to explain, and to allow the comparison

of, differing behaviours in existing stream products. SECRET is the result of de-

tailed analysis and experimentation with several commercial and research SPEs.

In particular, we have tested it against StreamBase [1], Coral8 [2], and Stanford’s

STREAM [22]. We believe that explaining the details of SECRET assists readers to

have a better understanding of how stream processing works. Importantly, as part

of our solution to the SRJ problem, we define a new operator that is generic and

compatible with different commercial SPEs, therefore it is necessary to understand

the interaction of our proposed operator with different SPEs. This is only possible

using SECRET as a ’user-manual’ that can describe the behaviour of each SPE.

2.2.1 Motivation

Before explaining the details of the SECRET model, it is necessary to explain the

importance of SECRET using some real-world examples. SECRET was proposed to

create a formal framework that can be used to analyse the execution behaviours of

individual SPEs, and to be able to compare the execution behaviours of heteroge-

neous SPEs. After studying a range of academic and commercial stream processing

engines (SPEs) and their respective languages, we have observed that the hetero-

geneity among them exposes itself at three levels:

• Syntax heterogeneity: This type of heterogeneity refers to the differences in

the language clauses (keywords) used for the definition of common constructs

(e.g. windows). The syntax differences are understandable given the lack of a

standard language for stream processing.

• Capability heterogeneity: This type of heterogeneity refers to the differences

in support for certain types of queries across different SPEs, and also exposes

itself at the language syntax level in a way that is directly visible to the ap-

plication developer. For example, Coral8 offers control over how often a query

result should be emitted through a language clause, a very flexible method

which we haven’t encountered in any of the other systems we have studied.

• Execution model heterogeneity: This type of heterogeneity refers to the dif-

ferences in the underlying query execution models across different SPEs, and
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does not expose itself at the language syntax level. Therefore, it is hidden

from, and thus, cannot be influenced by the application developer.

Execution model heterogeneity is much subtler than the first two types of het-

erogeneity, hence more potentially confusing to application developers. As a result,

we focus on analysing the execution semantics of SPEs, and on this third type of

heterogeneity. To motivate the need for the type of descriptive model we propose,

we describe two simple examples illustrating a few of the factors that affect the

execution behaviours of SPEs, and which may sometimes cause them to produce

different results over the same input and query.

Our example queries are defined on a simple input stream InStream (Time,

Val) of tuples, where Time represents the application timestamp of the tuple in

seconds, and Val, an integer value, represents the content of the tuple. Our queries

compute an average of the integer Val, and OutStream (Avg) is the output stream

containing the results of the query.

First, we start with an example which shows that it is necessary to understand

how windows are constructed in a given streaming engine to be able to predict a

continuous query’s outcome on that engine.

Example 1: Window construction in an SPE

Consider a query which computes the average value of the tuples in the input stream

using a time-based tumbling window of size 3 seconds 1. We ran this query on

StreamBase [1] three different times, each time feeding exactly the same input data

file. Surprisingly, StreamBase produced different results each time. In fact, it turns

out that the assignment by Streambase of time values was slightly different for the

three runs:

InStream(Time, Val) =

{(10, 10), (11, 20), (12, 30), (13,40),

(14, 50), (15, 60), (16, 70), ...}

StreamBase Output1 = {(15), (40), ...}

InStream(Time, Val) =

{(11, 10), (12, 20), (13, 30), (14,40),

(15, 50), (16, 60), (17, 70), ...}

StreamBase Output2 = {(10), (30), ...}

1A time-based window contains the tuples arriving in a specified time interval; a window is tumbling if it slides
by an interval that is equal to the size of the window. Please see Section 2.1.3 for a more formal definition of
time-based windows.
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InStream(Time, Val) =

{(12, 10), (13, 20), (14, 30), (15,40),

(16, 50), (17, 60), (18, 70), ...}

StreamBase Output3 = {(20), (50), ...}

Intuitively, we expected the result of Output3 in all runs (i.e. the first three tuples

belong to the first window, the next three to the second window, etc.). However, the

slightly different time values seem to have led to a difference in window construction.

This example shows that internal execution models of individual SPEs can de-

pend on factors that may significantly impact the query results and that can be

hard for an ordinary user to decipher.

Example 2: Evaluation differences across different SPEs

Consider a query which continuously computes the average value of the tuples over

a time-based window of size 5 seconds that slides forward every second. We ran this

query in three different SPEs: StreamBase [1], Coral8 [2], and STREAM [22], with

the following results:

InStream (Time, Val)=

{(30, 10), (31, 20), (36, 30), ...},

StreamBase Output = {(10), (15), (15),

(15), (15), (20), ...}

Coral8 Output = {(10), (15), (20),

(30), ...}

STREAM Output = {(10), (15), (20),

(30), ...}

This is quite a basic query that is supported by all three engines. Thus, one would

naturally expect that all three engines would return the same result. However, as

shown above, this was not the case: StreamBase produced a different result than

Coral8 and STREAM.

Where could this difference come from? Consider Figure 2.2 which represents

a window moving over a stream (each bar represents the position of the window

at a certain moment in time). At first, the window contains only tuple (30, 10);

the next second it additionally contains tuple (31, 20); and so forth. At time 35,

the window moves so that it no longer covers (30, 10); likewise, at time 36, tuple

(31, 20) “expires” and tuple (36, 30) is inserted. In Coral8 and STREAM, we have

found that the continuous aggregate operator is invoked on a window whenever the

window’s content changes (i.e. when a new tuple gets added or expires from the
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(30,10) (31,20) (36,30)

Time (sec)

Tuples

3231 33 34 3630 35

Figure 2.2: Sliding windows of Example 2

window). In StreamBase, on the other hand, the evaluation happens every second,

even if the content of the window (the tuples it contains) stays the same.

This example shows that the evaluation strategy used by an engine is another im-

portant factor affecting the query results. Furthermore, different SPEs use different

strategies leading to different answers, even on simple-looking queries.

In this section, we presented two motivating examples, each showing a different

aspect of the execution behavior of SPEs, and each affecting the query results in

different ways – with some engines behaving differently than others. These are

just two examples out of many we have analysed. We need a way to understand,

express, and predict the query execution behaviors of different streaming engines.

Our model, SECRET, takes up this challenge.

2.2.2 SECRET for Time-based Windows

In this section, we describe SECRET, as it applies for time-based windows. First,

a brief overview: given a query’s window parameters, Scope provides information

about potential window intervals. Content then helps us map those intervals into

actual window contents, for a given input stream. Evaluation defines the query result

that should be reported for a given window’s contents, depending on the system’s

evaluation strategies. Report states when the result should be reported and finally,

Tick models what makes a stream processing system trigger its execution actions.

Tick is the actual entry point to the control loop of our model, creating a chain

reaction by invoking Report, which in turn invokes Evaluation, which needs Content,

which builds on Scope (Tick → Report → Evaluation → Content → Scope).
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We next present each of these aspects, in order, from Scope to Tick.

2.2.2.1 Scope

For a query q, the function Scope maps an application time value t to an interval

over which q should be evaluated. To define Scope, we define the active window as

the open window with the earliest start time at t.

We assume a value t0 ∈ T that denotes the (application) time instant of the

start of the very first window in a given system. Its value is system-specific, and

possibly, invocation-specific since different systems use a different starting point for

their application time line depending on environmental factors. Recall the example

with Streambase in Section 2.2.1). Hence, the initial window (which we call window

W0) starts at time t0, the next (W1) at time t0 + β, and window i starts at time

t0 + iβ. Let Wi = [oi, ci] be the ith window in W.

We present a formula that computes the index (n) of the earliest open window

at time point t.

n = max(0, dt− t0 − ω + 1

β
e)

This formula is obtained as follows: W0 closes at t0 + ω − 1; W1 closes at t0 +

ω− 1 +β; and Wn closes at time t0 +ω− 1 +nβ. At time t, we are interested in the

earliest open window, which is the smallest n that satisfies t ≤ t0 + ω − 1 + nβ (i.e.

n > (t− t0−ω+ 1)/β). Intuitively, n = 0 if the first window that opened at t0 to be

closed at t0 + ω − 1 is still open. Otherwise, a new window has been opened every

β time units. Then to find n for the earliest open window at t, we need to divide

the total elapsed time since the close of the first window (i.e. t− (t0 + ω− 1)) by β

(and round it up to get a whole number).

Hence, the start time of Wn = [on, cn] is on = t0 + nβ, and Scope at time t is

defined as follows:

Scope(t) =

∅ , if t < t0

[on, t] , otherwise

Figure 2.3 illustrates our Scope formulation. To clarify further, let us present

it with an example. Assume a query q with a window of size 5 seconds and of

slide 2 seconds, to be run on a system x with t0 of 30 seconds. Suppose that the
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Figure 2.3: Scope of a window

time granularity is in milliseconds. Then the window scope at time point 34000 is

Scope(34000) = [30000, 34000], since n = 0 and o0 = 30000.

There are a few important points to note about our Scope formulation:

1. The scope of a window for a given application time point solely depends on

the stream processing system’s t0 parameter and the query’s window parameters

(which define W). All these parameters take statically-defined values, and therefore

are completely non-operational. In fact, one can hypothetically generate window

scopes for arbitrary application time values, even before the actual query processing

on a particular input stream starts, as Scope does not depend on the input stream

or any other system-specific behaviours.

2. Our scope formula focuses on the time interval for the earliest open window.

This is in fact one of many ways one could define Scope. For example, previous work

defines window scope to be the time interval for the most recently closed window

[23, 24]. Likewise, it would also be possible to define Scope as the set of intervals for

all open windows. Our choice is justified by the need for a general and flexible Scope

definition that could be used as a basis for explaining the behaviour of systems that

report their results on partial windows as well as those that do so on closed windows

only.

3. During our analysis, we have observed that systems/ models interpret the

window slide value in two different ways, which lead to two different window con-

struction mechanisms. Some construct their windows at every slide by looking

backward, i.e. every new slide signals the end of a window which started ω time

units ago (e.g. [23, 24]). Others construct their windows at every slide in the for-

ward direction, so every new slide signals the beginning of a new window. The

window scopes produced for these two alternative interpretations differ only by a

fixed amount δ, and therefore, one can choose one of these models and calibrate the
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starting time of the very first window t0 by δ in case the other model’s behaviour

is desired. A second related issue is that forward models use left-closed/right-open

time intervals ([a, b)), whereas backward models use left-open/right-closed time in-

tervals ((a, b]). This difference can again be accounted for while setting the t0 value.

More specifically, in SECRET, we chose to use the forward interpretation of slide

and closed time intervals ([a, b]) in formulating Scope, and to simply adjust t0 in

order to model both forward and backward windows as needed.

2.2.2.2 Content

Scope defines the interval for query evaluation at application time t. A comple-

mentary function Content specifies the set of elements of stream S that are in this

scope. As such, Content makes the mapping from the application time interval

representation of a window to a set of data elements. We can formally define the

content of a window at application time instant t as follows:

Content(t) = {s ∈ S : o ≤ s.tapp ≤ c, where Scope(t) = [o, c]}

Note that unlike Scope, the result of Content depends on actual contents of

the input stream, which only becomes available at run time. Therefore, Content(t)

might potentially return different results even if it is called with the same t value,

depending on how much of the input stream is already available when it is invoked.

2.2.2.3 Evaluation

The evaluation dimension in our model defines the query result to be returned at a

given application time instant t. Every query specifies an operator θ that operates on

a set of data elements to return a query result (simple examples include aggregates

such as SUM or COUNT). Hence, at time t, one would expect the evaluation to

return θ(Content(t)). However, each stream processing system uses an evaluation

strategy that determines the condition under which the evaluation takes place, as

illustrated in the second example of Section 2.2.1. This strategy is part of a system’s

internal execution model.

We have identified three basic evaluation strategies:

1. Content change (Ecc): evaluation is done for t only if the content has changed

since t− 1.
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2. Window close (Ewc): evaluation is done for t only when the active window

closes (i.e. |Scope(t)| = ω).

3. Non-empty content (Ene): evaluation is done for t only if the content at t is

not empty.

Furthermore, some systems use multiple strategies (e.g. the content must have

changed and be non-empty). Hence, we will use three boolean variables

(Ecc, Ewc, Ene), each of which can be set to true or false by a system. Note that if

all of these variables are set to false, then the evaluation will still return

θ(Content(t)). This is the default behaviour in our SECRET model. When all

three variables are false, the evaluation takes place every time it is triggered by the

previous step of the model (i.e. Report to be defined below) that is:

Eval(t) =



θ(Content(t)) , if (¬Ecc ∨ Content(t) 6= Content(t− 1))

∧(¬Ewc ∨ |Scope(t)| = ω)

∧(¬Ene ∨ Content(t) 6= ∅)

no result , otherwise

2.2.2.4 Report

The report dimension in our model defines the conditions under which query results

should be reported. While Evaluation specifies what to report, Report specifies

when to report. The reporting strategy is part of a system’s internal execution

model, although some systems provide query modifiers in their languages to affect

the reporting behaviour (e.g. Coral8). Most often reporting coincides with evalua-

tion (so, Report(t) = Eval(t)). However, some systems permit periodic reporting.

To allow for such systems, a parameter λ is specified for the reporting frequency

and an evaluation is only reported if mod(t, λ) = 0. When λ = 1 we get the default

behaviour. The report is defined as follows:

Report(t) =

Eval(t) , if mod(t, λ) = 0)

no result , otherwise
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2.2.2.5 Tick

The tick dimension in our model defines the condition which drives a stream pro-

cessing system to take action (also referred to as “window state change” or “window

re-evaluation” in related work [7]). Like Eval and Report, Tick is also part of a

system’s internal execution model. While some systems react to individual tuples

as they arrive to the system, others collectively react to all or subsets of tuples with

the same application time value. During our analysis, we have identified three main

ways that different systems “tick”: (i) tuple-driven, where each tuple arrival causes

a system to react; (ii) time-driven, where the progress of application time causes a

system to react; (iii) batch-driven, where either a new batch arrival or the progress

of application time causes a system to react 2. These different tick behaviours are

illustrated in Figure 2.4. We show two time lines for system and application time.

Tuple arrivals are shown on the system time line, and window scopes are shown

underneath the application time line based on the application time values. Circles

around the tuples show the units of tuples that the system will react to at one time,

whereas the arrows show to which application time instant those units belong. Note

that the tuples are the same in all three figures, and, in that the four tuples in the

middle have the same application time value.

The tick models described above are based on the detection of three events: new

tuple arrival, the progress of application time, and new batch arrival. The detection

of each of these three events is really based on the detection of new tuple arrival, since

both application time information as well as batch-id information are carried in the

tuples. Every new tuple arrival can only be uniquely detected if we check whether

the stream has a tuple corresponding to every system time instant (for which there

can be either one or none). For this reason, unlike the previous dimensions in our

model all of which based their input only on application time values (parameter t),

Tick will use system time values for stream elements (parameter τ).

Before we present the formulas, we would like to note two key ideas that helped

us structure our formulation:

1. Every time there is a tick, SECRET needs to check the reporting condi-

tion. However, since Tick operates on system time units and Report operates on

application time units, we need a mapping between them. We achieve this map-

ping with five mapping functions which will be presented shortly (app, prev app,

batch, prev batch, and prev tick). Note that the mapping is purely based on what

2Remember from the definition of batch in Section 2.1.3 that a new batch can arrive without application time
advancing. Therefore, the first condition does not imply the second.
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(a) Tuple-driven system

(b) Time-driven system

(c) Batch-driven system

Figure 2.4: Tick models

is observed in the input stream, and not on any synchronization assumption between

system and application time lines (although this is something that real systems often

do in order not to block the system’s progress when the input lags behind).

2. Since tick events can only be detected at new tuple arrivals, this will be a basic

condition in our formulation. Furthermore, to be able to account for irregularities in

tuple arrival such as simultaneous tuples (i.e. multiple tuples with a common tapp)

and gaps (i.e. absence of tuples at certain tapp), we follow a retrospective approach.

More specifically, to detect simultaneous tuples, we need to be able to compare the

current tapp with the previous tick time to take the proper action required by each of

the three models. Similarly, to handle gaps, arrival of a new tuple with tapp causes all

application time instants between tapp and the previous tick time to invoke Report
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so that we do not miss any important application time instants. This is also the

reason why we need mapping functions that provide us mapping for current instants

as well as previous ones, explained next.

First, we define S(τ) and SI(τ) as follows:

S(τ) denotes the set of tuples in stream S, whose system time value is less than

or equal to τ that is:

S(τ) = {s ∈ S|s.tsys ≤ τ}

SI(τ) denotes the set of tuples in stream S, whose system time value is equal to τ .

Note that there can be at most one such tuple.

SI(τ) = {s ∈ S|s.tsys = τ}

We use the following mapping functions to define Tick:

app(τ): Given a system time instant τ , returns the application time value of the

tuple that has arrived at τ that is:

app(τ) = {s.tapp|s ∈ SI(τ) ∧ SI(τ) 6= ∅}

prev app(τ): Given a system time instant τ , returns the application time value of

the most recent tuple that has arrived before τ . If no such tuple exists, it returns

τ0 that is:

prev app(τ) = max(max{τ0, s.t
app|s ∈ S(τ − 1)})

batch(τ): Given a system time instant τ , returns the batch-id value of the tuple

that has arrived at τ that is:

batch(τ) = max{s.bid|s ∈ SI(τ)}

prev batch(τ): Given a system time instant τ , returns the batch-id value of the

most recent tuple that has arrived before τ . If no such tuple exists, it returns 0 that

is:

prev batch(τ) = max(0,max{s.bid|s ∈ S(τ − 1)})

prev tick(τ): Given a system time instant τ , returns the application time value of

the most recent tuple that has arrived before τ for which the result of the tick was

non-empty. If no such tuple exists, it returns τ0 that is:

prev tick(τ) = {max(τ0, app(max(x|x < τ ∧ Tick(x) 6= ∅)))}
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Based on these mapping functions, we will now formulate Tick separately for each

tick model. All formulas follow a similar structure.

In a tuple-driven system, tick is triggered under two conditions: (i) if a tuple

arrives whose tapp is the same as the previous tick time, (ii) if a tuple arrives whose

tapp is greater than the previous tick time. The first case provides that the system

reacts to each tuple in a simultaneous sequence, whereas the second case ensures

that the system also reacts to the application time instants where there might be a

gap that is:

Tick(τ) =



{Report(app(τ))} if SI(τ) 6= ∅∧

prev tick(τ) = app(τ)
x<app(τ)⋃

x=prev tick(τ)

Report(x) if SI(τ) 6= ∅∧

app(τ) > prev tick(τ)

no result otherwise

In a time-driven system, there is no need to react to each tuple in a simultaneous

sequence separately, therefore, the first condition in the tuple-driven case is skipped.

On the other hand, the second condition needs to be triggered if a tuple with a new

tapp arrives (which means that the time has advanced, to which the system must

react) that is:

Tick(τ) =



x<app(τ)⋃
x=prev tick(τ)

Report(x) if SI(τ) 6= ∅∧

app(τ) > prev app(τ)

no result otherwise

Finally, a batch-driven system model acts like a modified tuple-driven system

model. We need to check both the condition for simultaneous tuples as well as for

a tuple with a new tapp arriving. The only difference is that we need to additionally

check if the new tuple arrival initiates a new batch by checking if the new batch-id

is greater than the previous one that is:
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Tick(τ) =



{Report(app(τ))} if SI(τ) 6= ∅∧

prev tick(τ) = app(τ)∧

batch(τ) > prev batch(τ)
x<app(τ)⋃

x=prev tick(τ)

Report(x) if SI(τ) 6= ∅∧

batch(τ) > prev batch(τ)

no result otherwise

In order to illustrate how our Tick formulation works, in Table 2.1, we present

a sample trace of the model for the scenario shown in Figure 2.4. The table shows

when exactly each of the three models triggers Report and with which application

time values. As expected, the time-driven model invokes Report only when time

advances, one for each time point including the gap time (tapp = 3). The tuple-

driven model, on the other hand, invokes Report at every new tuple arrival. Finally,

the batch-driven model invokes Report at every new batch arrival as well as time

advance (tapp = 3).

2.2.3 SECRET for Tuple-based Windows

The main structural difference between time- and tuple-based windows is the change

in window domains. For time-based windows, windows are defined in terms of

application time units, and therefore, window size and slide take values from the t

app domain. For tuple-based windows, windows are defined in terms of number of

tuples, and therefore, window size and slides take values from the tid domain. This

change will directly affect the Scope formulation and indirectly the Content that

builds on Scope. The Tick and Report dimensions in SECRET are affected in more

subtle ways due to the interplay between window domains (time-based vs. tuple-

based) and tick domains (time-driven vs. tuple-driven).

In this thesis because we only consider the case where the input rate is constant

therefore transforming a time-based window to a tuple-based is straightforward (size

of time-based window * input rate = size of tuple-based window). Thus we do not

discuss the details of SECRET for tuple-based windows and we refer the reader to

[25] for more details.
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SPE t0 (Scope) Evaluation Tick
Coral8 t0 = d τt1−ωβ eβ content change & non-empty batch-driven

StreamBase t0 = d τt1−ωβ eβ window-close & non-empty tuple-driven

STREAM t0 = τt1 − ω + 1 window close & content change & non-empty time-driven

Table 2.2: SECRET parameters of Coral8, StreamBase, and STREAM

2.2.4 Experiments

The goal of this section is to show that our proposed SECRET model can be used to

predict and analyse the behaviour of a representative set of academic and commercial

stream processing engines (SPEs).

2.2.4.1 Setup and Methodology

We have tested our model with three different systems: StreamBase [1], Coral8

version [2], and STREAM (open-source academic prototype) [26]. Before going into

the details of our experiments, let us describe the experimental methodology that

we have followed.

Our main goal is to find out what values each of the five parameters in our model

should take in each of the systems that are under analysis and then show that our

findings are valid. We have done extensive experiments on these systems to find

these values. In these experiments, it was important to select sample input data

and queries very carefully, as they might also affect the nature of the query results

that we were seeing. More specifically, input stream can have irregularities due to

gaps in application time or due to simultaneous tuples with common application

times. Similarly, queries with time-based windows can be analysed under three

categories: sliding windows with β = 1, sliding windows with 1 < β < ω, and

tumbling windows with β = ω.

It is important to note that not all systems support all possible input/query

configurations (due to capability differences or incomplete implementation) and this

might create some limitations. For example, the available release of the STREAM

prototype only supports time-based sliding windows with β = 1. Therefore, we

can only test it with this type of query. On the other hand, the same system

has an associated research paper that describes the more general theoretical model

underneath its system implementation [23], which we also used as reference when

necessary.

After analysing the execution of all supported configurations on each system, we
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have obtained the SECRET parameters for these systems as shown in Table 2.2.

Next, let us describe how we arrived at these values.

In Scope, the system only has influence on the choice of the t0 parameter (i.e.

application time instant for the start of the very first window). We obtained the t0

formulas in Table 2.2 by running different queries with various size and slide value

combinations on a given input streams multiple times. Note that these values are

aligned with some of our model assumptions (see the calibration discussion presented

earlier at the end of Section 2.2.2.1), as well as they are limited by our experiments

as users of the aforementioned systems.

Evaluation and Report values for our SPE set have been found again based on

the queries that we ran on these SPEs.

For Tick, related work has already shown the tick models for StreamBase (tuple-

driven) and STREAM (time-driven) [7]. Additionally, we have found that Coral8

uses a batch-driven model, based on our own experiments, and personal communi-

cation with members of the Coral8 support team. In Coral8, batches form auto-

matically depending on how the input adapter feeds tuples into the Coral8 server.

Lastly, we would like to note that, all tick models behave similarly when the in-

put is regular. To identify the differences, we need to feed irregular input (with

simultaneity in particular) to our sample queries.

Next, based on our findings summarised in Table 2.2, we will present a set of

queries similar to the ones that were presented earlier in the motivation section

(Section 2.2.1), run them through our SPE set, and show how SECRET can explain

the differences in their results.

2.2.4.2 Difference in Window Construction

The first example in Section 2.2.1 shows that the same query (compute the average

of tuples in a time-based tumbling window with size and slide of 3 seconds) on the

same input stream might produce different results when it is run multiple times on a

given SPE (StreamBase). The only configuration difference from one run to another

seems to be the initial value of the application time attributes of the tuples. Here

is how SECRET explains the situation:

First of all, why is StreamBase using different application time values in different

runs even when the input is fixed (i.e. tuples’ source-assigned time values kept the
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run τt1 t0 W0 AV G(Content(W0))
1 100 90 [90, 119] AV G(10, 20) = 15
2 110 90 [90, 119] AV G(10) = 10
3 120 90 [90, 119] AV G() = ∅

Table 2.3: Difference in window construction

same from one run to another)? It turns out that, before each run, StreamBase

re-assigns application time values to tuples according to the current system time.

While doing that, it still takes tuples’s own source-assigned time values as basis,

using exactly the same time differences between consecutive tuples (i.e. only the

absolute time values change; their relative values stay the same).

The next question is, why is the above fact changing the query results? t0 in

StreamBase depends on the absolute value of the application time of the first tuple

(τt1), in the way we formulated in Table 2.2. t0 affects window scopes, and therefore

contents, and eventually the query results.

In Table 2.3, we explain the details of the window construction example in Section

2.2.1. In all three runs, when we plug in the values ω = 3, β = 3, and τt1 into the t0

formula for StreamBase, we in fact get the same t0 value of 90 (in units of 1/10th of a

second). Accordingly, the scopes of the first windows (W0) are shown for these three

runs, which are also the same. However, what falls into the scopes from the input

(i.e. SECRET’s Content) is different. This is the reason why the average results are

coming out to be different. Note that in run 3, W0 is in fact empty. Therefore, the

first result we see in the example of Section 2.2.1, is the average result for the second

window W1, as StreamBase do not operate on and produce results for windows with

empty contents.

2.2.4.3 Difference in Evaluation

In this subsection, we will show how SECRET explains the second example presented

in Section 2.2.1. The query asks for continuously computing the average value for

the tuples arriving in a sliding window of size 5 seconds, over an input stream of

S(v, tapp) = {(10, 30), (20, 31), (30, 36), ... } .

The input stream does not have any simultaneous tuples, therefore, each tuple

corresponds to a distinct batch as well. Furthermore, each tuple is assigned a system

time value to uniquely identify it. With these additional metadata, the input stream

looks like the following:
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S(v, tapp, tsys, bid) = {(10, 300, 11, 1), (20, 310, 24, 2), (30,

360, 26, 3), ... } .

Above, we represent the tapp values in units of 1/10th of a second to be able to

show the window scope boundaries with higher precision, while it was enough to use

seconds for the tsys values.

Section 2.2.1 has already shown that this example gave similar query results

for STREAM and Coral8, but a different one for StreamBase. In what follows, we

present how SECRET explains this situation.

Step 1: Tick and Report

All three systems in this example have different tick values: STREAM is time-driven,

StreamBase is tuple-driven, and Coral8 is batch-driven. On the other hand, different

tick's effects can only be seen when there are simultaneous tuples in the input stream.

When each tuple has unique application time, StreamBase, Coral8, and STREAM

will have the same tick behaviour, since arrival of a new tuple corresponds to the

arrival of a new application time, and arrival of a new batch at the same time.

Table 2.4 illustrates the execution trace of our Tick formula (Section 2.2.2.5) on our

example for STREAM, StreamBase, and Coral8. One can quickly see that the table

proves our hypothesis that, on the given input, all there systems behave exactly the

same in terms of their tick behaviour.

At τ = 11, the first tuple arrives, and arrival of a new tuple is enough for

StreamBase to tick, as it is a tuple-driven system. The tick condition for a tuple-

driven system requires to invoke Report for every application time instant from t0

up to 300. Likewise, arrival of the first tuple also triggers reporting in STREAM,

since the new application time value, which is 300, is greater than t0 (i.e. time

has advanced so a time-driven system should react). Similarly, reporting is also

triggered in Coral8, since first tuple has a batch-id of 1, which is different from the

initial batch-id of 0 (i.e. a new batch has arrived so a batch-driven system should

react). This uniform behaviour for all systems repeat as second and third tuples

also arrive, and at every tick, all systems essentially invoke Report for exactly the

same application time values. The conclusion is that, in this example execution,

the Tick behaviour for all three systems is exactly the same. Furthermore, Table

2.2 also suggests that all three system's Report parameter is the same. Then, the

difference in query results must be due to the remaining dimensions in SECRET (i.e.

Evaluation, Content, or Scope). Let's continue our analysis by examining those.
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Step 2: Evaluation, Content, Scope

Table 2.5 presents every evaluation step for our query on StreamBase, Coral8, and

STREAM. As it can be clearly seen from the table, SECRET predicts the query

results exactly, except the last result produced by both Coral8 and STREAM. The

reason for this is that SECRET does retrospective analysis (Tick triggers Report

and Evaluation at every new tuple arrival for the previous time period). Therefore,

for SECRET to analyse the very last time slice, one more dummy tuple must be fed,

or some kind of a timeout mechanism must be used. In Coral8 and STREAM, such

a mechanism exists since they must be aware of the time advancing in practice for

the system not to be blocked in case the input is slow (via heartbeats in STREAM

and MAXDELAY parameter in Coral8). StreamBase behaves like SECRET since it

is tuple-driven. If another tuple is fed, SECRET will also produce the last result for

Coral8 and STREAM. Thus, we can say that SECRET can fully predict the query

results of these systems for this use case.

SECRET's Scope depends on query specification (size and slide of the window)

and the start time of the first window (t0). Window size in our query is 50, and

slide amount of the window is the minimum time unit supported by the investigated

system (1 second in StreamBase and STREAM, and 1 microseconds in Coral8). t0

values for the three systems are calculated according to the formula in Table 2.2

are 250, 250, and 251 for StreamBase, Coral8, and STREAM, respectively. These

values are obtained by plugging in the values for τt1 = 300, ω = 50, and β = 1 in the

t0 formulas. To calculate the window scopes themselves, SECRET uses the Scope

formula presented in Section 2.2.2.1. Please note that, while scope can actually be

evaluated for every application time instant, in the table for the interest of space,

we only show scope values at important time instants (such as when window closes,

or when its content changes).

In Table 2.5, notice how evaluation is triggered differently for the three systems.

StreamBase evaluates when a window closes and the window is non-empty; Coral8

evaluates when content changes and the window is non-empty; and STREAM eval-

uates when all of these conditions are true. Accordingly, each system evaluates the

AVERAGE operation at different instants, with different window scope and content

values, and this leads to different query results. Therefore, we can conclude that

SECRET’s explanation for the difference observed in this example is primarily due

to differences in systems’ Evaluation parameters.
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2.2.4.4 Difference in Tick

Our goal in this subsection is to illustrate that different tick strategies can yield

different results on the same input with running a query in a batch-driven system,

Coral8. We also chose an input with simultaneous tuples so that we can batch them

in several different ways to be able to create different tick scenarios. Thus, the

input itself is fixed, but we control the way it is fed into the Coral8 server, each

time simulating one of the three possible tick models (i.e. tuple-, time-, and batch-

driven). To elaborate on this point further, as stated earlier, the batch-driven model

was proposed by Jain et al. [7] to unify tuple- and time-driven models. As such, the

batch-driven model is more general than the other two. Furthermore, depending on

how one creates the batches in the input, the effective behaviour of the batch-driven

model may degenerate into one of the other two models. More specifically, if each

individual tuple is put into a separate batch, then a batch-driven model works like

a tuple-driven model since it will then react to every new input arrival (i.e. tuple ∼
batch). On the other hand, if we put all of the simultaneous tuples into a common

batch, then a batch-driven model works like a time-driven model since it will then

react to all such tuples together, reacting when time advances (i.e. time-unit ∼
batch).

In our experiment, we have run the following query in Coral8 which continuously

computes the sum of values for the tuples arriving in a sliding window of size 4 sec-

onds over an input stream of S(v,tapp) = { (10, 3), (20, 5), (30, 5), (40,

5), (50, 5), (60, 7) ... } .

Additionally, we have configured the input stream in three different ways: STuple

is the input configuration with one tuple per batch; SBatch is the input configuration

where each pair of simultaneous tuples belongs to the same batch (i.e. {(5, 20), (5,

30)} and {(5, 40), (5, 50)}); and finally, STime is the input configuration where all

simultaneous tuples are in the same batch (i.e. {(5, 20), (5, 30), (5, 40), (5, 50)}).
We will show batch-id’s of tuples in bold face for ease of exposition. Also, each

tuple is assigned a system time value to uniquely identify it. With these additional

metadata, the input streams look like the following:

STuple(v, tapp, tsys, bid) = {(10, 30, 11, 1), (20, 50, 16, 2), (30, 50, 25, 3), (40,

50, 27, 4), (50, 50, 29, 5), (60, 70, 32, 6) ... }

SBatch(v, tapp, tsys, bid) = {(10, 30, 11, 1), (20, 50, 16, 2), (30, 50, 25, 2), (40,

50, 27, 3), (50, 50, 29, 3), (60, 70, 32, 4) ... }

STime(v, tapp, tsys, bid) = {(10, 30, 11, 1), (20, 50, 16, 2), (30, 50, 25, 2), (40,
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50, 27, 2), (50, 50, 29, 2), (60, 70, 32, 3) ... }

By running the query on three different configuration of the same input, we have

obtained following results:

Coral8 Output1 = { (10), (30), (60),

(100), (150), (200), ...}

Coral8 Output2 = { (10), (60), (150),

(200)...}

Coral8 Output3 = { (10), (150), (200) ...}

We will now explain this query’s behavior on these three input configurations

with our SECRET model. Please note that, execution of a query is a combination of

all SECRET parameters. Visibility of tick’s effect in a query result heavily depends

on the reporting and evaluation strategy of the system as well. Fortunately, since

Coral8’s evaluation strategy depends on content change, it reports all partial results.

Hence, the difference caused by different ticks will be directly visible from the query

result.

Step 1: Tick and Report

We start our analysis with Tick. Table 2.6 shows the execution trace of our batch-

driven Tick formula (Section 2.2.2.5) on our example for three different input con-

figuations with Coral8 (each, in effect, simulating a different tick model). The tick

condition returns true, if the batch-id of the newly arrived tuple is greater than the

previous tuple’s batch-id, as explained in Section 2.2.2.5. As can be seen, the three

configurations tick and invoke Report at different time instances. STuple ticks at

every new tuple arrival; SBatch ticks at every new batch arrival; and STime ticks ev-

ery time the application time changes. This trace clearly illustrates how SECRET’s

Tick can capture the effect of the three tick models on execution. To see the com-

plete picture, we need to also look at the rest of the SECRET parameters. We know

by now that Coral8’s Report is based on its evaluation (see Table 2.2). Then, next

thing to check is Evaluation.

Step 2: Evaluation, Content, Scope

Table 2.7 presents important evaluation steps for our query on Coral8. As it can be

clearly seen from the table, SECRET predicts the query results exactly, except the

last results. The reason for that is the same as we have explained earlier in Section

2.2.4.3.
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In the table, we also see that window scope values are the same for different

configurations. The reason for this is that SECRET’s Scope only depends on t0,

ω, and β, all of which are common across all input configurations. On the other

hand, actual window contents are different, since SECRET’s Content is sensitive to

what is available on the input at the time of its invocation. In fact, the difference in

window contents is the reason why we get different query results for these three con-

figurations. Please note, in the interest of space, Table 2.7 shows only an important

subset of all the execution steps.

2.3 Examples of SRJ Queries

To establish the SRJ problem we use some examples where the stream data must

be joined with a relational data. These examples are queries where input or out-

put streams are enriched with some more contextual information (e.g. meta data)

residing on a remote or local database. The examples below illustrate some varia-

tion in SRJ problems adopted from real-life scenarios. For instance, for cases where

the relational data resides on a remote database, there might be restrictions on the

accessibility enforced by the third-party data owner.

2.3.1 e-Health

e-Health is an example we adopted from a real-world scenario: say patients carry

a wearable monitoring device that sends updates of the patient’s status every 5

minutes to a centralised system. The number of patients who carry these devices

can be as high as 50,000. These devices can report useful information about the

patient such as: blood pressure, body temperature, heart beat, etc.

In the case of any unusual behaviour, the device will advise an appropriate ac-

tion such as: sending an ambulance or notifying a responsible doctor. Given the

information sent by these devices only carries DeviceID, which does not convey

meaningful information about the patient, we have to map the DeviceID with the

patient’s personal information. We call this query DeviceID and patient’s informa-

tion mapping (Q1) which is a type of input enrichment query that joins the stream

of device readings with a relation inside the database (PatientTable). The following

shows Q13.:

3The syntax used in this query is written in Esper language however, other SPEs are also using
more or less the same syntax for SRJ queries
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Q1: SELECT DeviceID, DBResult.PatientName

FROM DeviceReadingStream,

sql:mysql[’SELECT DeviceID, PatientName FROM

PatientTable WHERE DeviceID=${DeviceID}’] AS DBResult;

In the case of Q1, for every incoming new DeviceID on the DeviceReadingStream,

the part inside the bracket will be issued against our database. In Q1, we assumed

the data inside PatientTable is static therefore using a cache would substantially

reduce the SRJ processing.

Q2 is another type of query in which the enriched input stream from the previous

query must be joined with a dynamic relation inside the database. Q2 shows an

example of a monitoring query where the blood pressure of the patient is checked

against the average blood pressure of the patient to date and in cases where the

blood pressure is more than a certain value, the appropriate action must be taken

(e.g. an ambulance must be sent to the patient’s house). In this case, the average

blood pressure of each patient is updated every 5 minutes and if a cache is used

inside the SPE, we might read inconsistent data.

Q2: SELECT PatientName, DBResult.AverageBloodPressure

FROM PatientBloodPressureStream,

sql:mysql[’SELECT PatientName, AverageBloodPressure FROM

PatientTable WHERE PatientName=${PatientName}’] AS DBResult

WHERE DBResult.AverageBloodPressure >= 180;

Sometimes, an output stream might be enriched with information from a

database before being presented to the end user or application. We call this type

of query output enrichment. Q3 represents a scenario when an abnormal scenario

for a patient is observed and we want to know which health care program the

patient belongs to (e.g. type of insurance coverage) so the hospital can organise

appropriate services (e.g. private or public room). To do this, we have to

communicate with the remote database of the insurance company in order to

retrieve information about the patient’s insurance coverage.

Q3: SELECT PatientName, DBResult.PatientInsuranceCoverage

FROM PatientCoverageStream,

sql:mysql[’SELECT PatientName, PatientInsuranceCoverage

FROM PatientCoverageTable

WHERE PatientName=${PatientName}’] AS DBResult

Similar to Q1, we are dealing with a static database and therefore, assuming our

cache is big enough one would say we can read the entire dataset in the SPE’s cache.
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However, depending on the policies of the third party insurance company some level

of restriction maybe placed on the amount of data available to query from their

database.

2.3.2 EPC Code and Product Information Mapping

EPC code and product information mapping is a very common scenario when ap-

plications use RFID tags. An Electronic Product Code (EPC) is a universal iden-

tifier that gives a unique identity to a specific physical object. This identity is

designed to be unique among all physical objects and all categories of physical ob-

jects in the world, for all time. In most instances, EPCs are encoded on RFID

tags which can be used to track all kinds of objects including: trade items, fixed

assets, documents, or reusable transport items. An EPC code is a 24 character (e.g.

01.23G3D00.8886A3.365000A03) long code to provide an end-user with meaningful

information about an EPC [10]. The RFID reader must send a query for every single

read to the database to provide a description of the object. Generally speaking, the

meta data about the EPC code is held by a third party and therefore similar to the

Q3 there might be restrictions enforced by the third party on the database.
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Chapter 3

Federation Approach

In this chapter we detail our approach to addressing the SRJ problem by building

a federated stream processing architecture (federation layer) on top of a relational

database. Given generality is a primary goal of our approaches throughout this

thesis, the solution provided in this chapter is not limited to a specific SPE or

relational database. Introducing this chapter is a brief overview of database fed-

eration technology that inspired streaming federation architecture. The basics and

the shortcomings of the stream-relational approach are also explained because it is

the state-of-the-art solution to the stream-store divide problem. This chapter also

defines and explains the detail of all the major building blocks needed to build a

federated stream processing engine. A use-case adopted from a real-life scenario

has been employed to explain how our federation approach works in action. As a

proof concept, we have implemented a federated stream processing layer on top of a

commercial database, and the results prove the feasibility of our approach in terms

of overhead. Finally the chapter outlines how the federation approach can handle

SRJ queries and provide some examples. Included is a discussion about the use of

federated stream processing in other application domains (e.g. real-time BI). We

conclude the chapter by discussing some of the very interesting open issues that

arise from federated stream processing architecture that are worth investigating in

the future.
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3.1 Background and Motivation

3.1.1 Database Federation

The term database federation refers to an architecture where middleware, con-

sisting of a relational database management system, provides uniform access to a

number of heterogeneous data sources. The data sources are federated, that is, they

are linked together into a unified system by the database management system. The

system shields its users from the need to know what the sources are, what hardware

and software they run on, how they are accessed (via what programming interface

or language), and even how the data stored in these sources are modelled and man-

aged. Instead, a database federation looks to the application developer like a single

database management system. The user can search for information and manipulate

data using the full power of the SQL language. A single query may access data

from multiple sources, joining and restricting, aggregating and analysing the data

at will. Yet the sources may not be database systems at all, but in fact could be any-

thing from sensors to flat files to application programs to XML (Extensible Markup

Language), and so on.

Many research projects and a handful of commercial systems have implemented

database federation technology. Pioneering research projects include TSIMMIS [27]

and HERMES [28] that use database concepts to implement mediators, special pur-

pose query engines that use non-procedural specifications to integrate specific data

sources. Each of these systems had created its own database management system

from scratch. As stated, this thesis alternatively uses a federation layer on top of

an already existing relational database, therefore we chose a more recent database

federation technology Garlic [29], to illustrate as our departure point. Garlic was the

first research project to exploit the full power of a standard relational database (IBM

DB2), although it extended the language and data model to support some object-

oriented features. The wrapper architecture and cross-source query optimisation of

Garlic are now fundamental components of IBMs federated database offerings.

IBM's [16] database federation offerings have pursued 6 main goals.

1. The most basic goal is transparency, which requires masking from the user

the differences, idiosyncrasies, and implementations of the underlying data

sources. This allows applications to be written as if all the data were in a single

database, even though, in fact, the data may be stored in a heterogeneous

collection of data sources.
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2. A second key goal is to support heterogeneity, or the ability to accommodate

a broad range of data sources, without restriction of hardware, software, data

model, interface, or protocols.

3. The third goal is a high degree of function providing users with the best of

both worlds: not only rich, standard-compliant DB2 SQL capabilities against

all the data in the federation, but also the ability to exploit functions of the

data sources that the federated engine may lack.

4. The fourth goal is extensibility, the ability to add new data sources dynamically

in order to meet the changing needs of the business. Openness is an important

corollary; DB2 products support the appropriate standards in order to ensure

the federation can be extended with standard-compliant components.

5. The fifth goal is joining a federation not compromising the autonomy of in-

dividual data sources. Existing applications run unchanged; data are neither

moved nor modified; interfaces remain the same.

6. The sixth goal is DB2 database federation technology that optimises queries

for performance. Relational queries are non-procedural. When a relational

query spans multiple data sources, making the wrong decisions about how

to execute it can be costly in terms of resources. Hence, the DB2 federated

engine extends the capabilities of a traditional optimiser 12 to handle queries

involving federated data sources.

3.1.2 Architecture of Database Federation

Because our federation architecture shares many features with IBM DB2 federation

technology, here we briefly explain this technology.

Figure 3.1 depicts the overall architecture of a DB2 database federation. Users

access the federation via any DB2 interface. The key component in this architecture

is the DB2 federated engine itself. This engine consists of a Starburst-style query

processor 30 that compiles and optimises SQL queries, a run-time interpreter for

driving the query execution, a data manager that controls a local store, and several

extension mechanisms that allow access to external data, including user-defined

functions and wrappers.

A user-defined function (UDF) is a routine written by an application developer

and registered with the database. User-defined functions may take input param-

eters and return either a scalar result, or a table of data. They can be used to
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Figure 3.1: DB2 architecture for database federation

combine functions already supported by the database, or to provide access to a

specific function provided by an external source.

A wrapper mediates between the DB2 engine and one or more data sources,

mapping the data model of the sources to the DB2 data model and transforming DB2

data operations into requests that the sources can handle. DB2 provides wrappers

for many popular data sources, such as Informix, Oracle, and MS SQL server as well

as wrappers for specialised data sources such as Documentum and BLAST [30]. In

addition, there is a toolkit for customers and third party vendors to build wrappers

for their own sources. For more details on Garlic please see [16].

3.1.3 Stream-Relational Approach

As previously outlined, store-stream divide is one of the two major issues that limit

the use of stream data processing technology beyond its current state. This problem

has been acknowledged by researchers and various solutions have been provided to

tackle the issue. The stream-relational [3, 11, 12, 13] approach is the state-of-the-art

solution to the store-stream divide problem where the relational database is extended

to support streaming functionaries, therefore, the stream and the relation are treated

as the same entity within a common framework. Despite the major differences

among the provided solutions for store-stream divide in terms of implementation of

streaming operators (e.g. traditional DBMS [3] or column-store [11, 12, 13]), they

all share some common features:
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1. They all use a relational database as the base which allows them to reuse all

the powerful features (e.g. ACID) provided by DBMSs.

2. Because they have to extend a base database to provide stream process-

ing functionalities (e.g. window processing), they have to implement all the

streaming functionalities.

We chose DataCell [11, 12, 13] as a representative of the stream-relational ap-

proaches. Illustrated in the next section are the fundamental building blocks of

DataCell needed to turn a relational database into SPEs. We do not explain the

implementation details of its streaming operators because it is irrelevant to our

approach.

3.1.3.1 DataCell

DataCell is built on top of MonetDB, positioned between the SQL-to-MAL (Mon-

etDB Assembly Language) compiler and the MonetDB kernel. In particular, the

SQL runtime has been extended to manage the stream input using the columns pro-

vided by the kernel, while a scheduler controls activation of the continuous queries.

The SQL compiler is extended with a few orthogonal language constructs to recog-

nise and process continuous queries. DataCell, like other SPEs, consists of three

main components: receiving input stream, modelling continuous queries and pro-

ducing output. These components in DataCell terminology are: receptors and emit-

ters, baskets and factories. Please note that these components provide only the

basic functionalities of an SPE, and the rest of the streaming functionalities must

be implemented as an extension to the MonetDB kernel which is a lengthy and

cumbersome process.

Receptor and emitter: A receptor1 is a separate thread that continuously

picks up incoming events from a communication channel. It validates their structure

and forwards their content to the DataCell kernel for processing. There can be

multiple receptors, each one listening to a different communication channel/stream.

Likewise, an emitter is a separate thread that picks up events prepared by the

DataCell kernel and delivers them to interested clients, that is those that have

subscribed to a query result. There can be multiple emitters each one responsible

for delivering a different result to one or multiple clients.

1Receptor and emitter are often called input and output adapters which are more common
terminology used in streaming community
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Baskets The basket is the key data structure of the DataCell. Its role is to

hold a portion of a stream, represented as a temporary main-memory table. Every

incoming tuple, received by a receptor, is immediately placed in (appended to) at

least one basket and waits to be processed. Once data is collected in baskets, we

can evaluate the relevant continuous queries on top of these baskets.

Factories The factory is a convenient construct to model continuous queries. In

DataCell, a factory contains all or just a subset of the operators of the query plan

for a given continuous query. A factory may also contain (parts of) query plans from

more than one query. Each factory contains the full query plan of a single query.

Each factory has at least one input and one output basket. It continuously reads

data from the input baskets, it processes this data and creates a result which it then

places in its output baskets. Each time a tuple t is being consumed from an input

basket b, the factory removes t from b to avoid reading it again.

3.2 Our Approach: Streaming Federation

Stream federation is an innovative approach that not only efficiently addresses the

SRJ problem but provides an infrastructure where applications and end-users can

interact with multiple commercial SPEs without having knowledge of the SPE’s

internal functionalities. The streaming federation approach was inspired by the

stream-relational SPEs and federated database technology and, therefore, shares

some common features. Similar to the stream-relational approach, streaming fed-

eration uses a DMBS as its base. However, in sharp contrast with the stream-

relational approach where the database must be fully extended to process streaming

queries, the federation approach provides a very lean federation layer that extends

a relational database just enough to provide functionalities so the federation layer

can interact with the application and underlying SPEs. Here, the federation layer

out sources all missing streaming functionalities of the database to the underlying

SPEs. From an application and end-user point of view, a federation layer appears

as a full-fledged SPE where users can run streaming queries without having the

inside knowledge of underlying SPEs which actually run the query. The federation

approach does not lock the user into one SPE but allows for a range of commercial

SPEs and therefore makes the application portable. The process of integrating a

new SPE in our federation architecture is very simple and quick only requiring a

few changes to the wrapper of the federation layer and database kernel and almost

no changes to the SPE (see Section 3.2.1 for more details on the architecture of the
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federation layer.)

Streaming federation also shares some features with database federation. In

federated databases, middleware (typically an extension of a relational database

management system) provides uniform access to a number of heterogeneous data

sources. Similarly, we have built our streaming federation as a middle layer that

extends a relational database between clients and underlying systems. That is also a

fundamental difference between our approach and database federation. Traditional

database federation leaves the data in situ by exploiting data locality and then it

can efficiently process queries across different data sources each might use a different

a model. Therefore dealing with data heterogeneity is the major concern of database

federation technology. By contrast, in the streaming context, functional heterogene-

ity is a major issue due to a lack of standards and agreement on core features and

semantics of the underlying SPEs. Exploiting data locality is not as critical, as the

data is streaming to begin with, and thus can be routed to an appropriate SPE.

3.2.1 Architectural Overview

The federation layer, as the core part of our approach, must be able to orchestrate

the interaction between applications, data sources and underlying SPEs. Figure 3.2

illustrates how this is done: here we have designed our federation architecture as a

layer between client applications and a collection of SPEs. Our architecture is able to

stream the data into the federation layer and stream out the data to the underlying

SPE. Once the SPE produces results, the federation layer is able to stream out the

result to the application.

Applications must be able to interact with the federation layer by submitting

Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (DML) queries.

Our architecture presents a common query language2 and programming interface

to the application. The federation layer can then perform necessary translations to

the native interfaces of the underlying systems. Please note that in this thesis we

assume that the heterogeneity among the SPEs is only at the language syntax level

so that we can translate the submitted query in our query language to any dialect

of underlying SPEs. However, in reality the heterogeneity among the SPEs goes

beyond the language syntax differences to execution semantic differences.

2The common query language used in this work is a SQL-like language similar to Coral8 [2]
and was proposed in our previous work [31]. Progress has been made towards standardisation of
continuous query constructs as an extension to SQL [7], however there is no agreed standard within
the data streaming community yet.
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Figure 3.2: Architectural overview

As mentioned earlier, we base our implementation of the federation layer on

a relational database infrastructure. This allows us to build on existing support

for SQL, persistence, transactions and existing tools. The SQL-based declarative

power of relational databases provides the necessary abstraction and support for ap-

plication development, and, since most of the commercial streaming engines in the

market also provide SQL-based query languages, it facilitates translation of queries

into the SQL dialects of the underlying SPEs. A relational system conveniently

provides support for cataloguing and metadata management, which is essential in

any federation-based architecture, and we can use the relational database for mate-

rialisation, whether for short-term caching or long-term persistence.

3.2.2 Federation Layer

The federation layer is the core part of our approach addressing the SRJ problem.

This section details the federation layer using a running example. Here, we ex-

plain the necessary building blocks needed to create a federated stream processing

architecture. We start by explaining the procedure of how an application submits

the DDL and DML queries to the federation layer and then the federation layer
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translates and submits the translated query to the underlying SPE using the wrap-

per. Following this we explain how to stream the data through the federation layer

and onto the underlying SPE. Finally, we outline how to navigate the result stream

from the SPE to the application. Please note that instructions provided in this

section are not specific to any database product. Even though some of the com-

mercial databases (e.g. IBM DB2 [32] and SAP MaxDB [33]) are already providing

federation capability, the details in this section are for databases without federa-

tion capability. Therefore, we also have to make the necessary changes at database

implementation to be able to support basic federation capability (e.g. wrappers).

3.2.2.1 A Running Example: Sales Map and Sales Spikes

In the following passage we use a simple example from a business monitoring sce-

nario. Assume a large international company headquarters wants to maintain a map

of its sites that is updated every few minutes with the total sales for the last hour at

each site. Let’s focus in Rome as a site, for example. Using our federator, the map

application poses a continuous query against the Rome site's orders; the results of

that query would update Rome on the map. A second application checks for spikes

in the sales volume, notifying an executive in Rome when hourly sales exceed a cer-

tain limit. Note that the only functionality needed in the federator for this scenario

is the ability to push a continuous query down to an SPE, to pass the input data feed

through to the SPE, and to make the result stream received from the SPE available

to multiple applications. Headquarters may also want to keep a permanent record

of the orders (for regulatory reasons) or of the results (for trending). In such cases,

the federator also needs to be able to persist with the input or output streams.

Our goal in creating federated streaming was to build as lean a federation as

possible, to minimise both overhead and complexity. Figure 3.3 illustrates the end-

to-end interactions needed for our running example, and provides an overview of

the functionality we have added. On the left are snippets of client code. The Data

Feeder Client represents the application that enters orders in the system. In our

example, this could be a data entry application in Rome. It uses insert statements

to enter the data in either a persistent or a transient (in-memory) table, depending

on whether HQ (Head Quarter) wants to keep a copy of the orders, then ’streams’

them via the INSERT INTO STREAM statement to the SPE. (This is a conceptual

description; in reality, we optimise the transient case using tuple queues as discussed

in Section 3.2.2.3, avoiding the need to create a table and the extra inserts).

Monitoring Clients in Figure 3.3 represents our applications. The first appli-
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Figure 3.3: End-to-end overview of the Sales Map and Spikes application

cation sets up a table, TotalSalesTable, which may be persistent or transient, as

desired, and inserts the contents of a continuous query into that table. The federa-

tion layer will recognise that this query must be handled by the SPE, and push it

down to the SPE. The client then has one or more statements that read the table.

Here we show our mapping query in the first application, and the query that looks

for spikes in hourly sales in the second. There would also be code in these applica-

tions to do the appropriate actions: display information on the map, or send email

to the executive in Rome, etc. These queries include a hint +EVENT that warns the

federation layer that TotalSalesTable holds stream results. The federation layer will

block the client on each call until new results become available, using a Monitoring

Select (Section 3.2.2.4).
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Figure 3.4: Federation layer architecture

3.2.2.2 Setting Up Continuous Queries

To build streaming federation, the basic architecture of a relational database must

be leveraged, while adding the required extensions for input and output data stream-

ing mechanisms, for query language parsing and translation support for continuous

queries. Figure 3.4 shows the main architecture components of a general relational

database3. As highlighted in Figure 3.4, SQL dialect translator and Wrapper are

the only components that must be added to the existing database architecture and

the rest are either directly reused or extended by the federation layer as discussed

below.

In this thesis, we focused on getting the basic federation architecture working and

not on advanced features like query optimisation. Hence, the Query Rewriter and

the Query Optimiser modules are reused without change for normal SQL queries,

and bypassed altogether for continuous select statements. On the other hand, ma-

jor extensions must be made to the SQL Parser, the Query Executer. The data

3The names that are used for each component of database in Figure 3.4 are the most common
names that are the most frequently used in the database community, however some database
products might use slightly different names but with similar functionality.
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structures that represent query plans and that keep other relevant metadata in the

database system catalogues must also be extended.

First of all, the SQL Parser has to recognise and parse continuous queries. In this

thesis queries are written in a language we proposed in our previous work [31] which

is an SQL-like language. It adds support for continuous queries with windowing

statements. It allows the application to read and write from streams, and permits

joins between a stream and one or more static tables.

If the submitted query is a continuous query, then SQL Parser parses the query

then by-passes the Query Rewriter/Optimiser modules to be executed by the Query

Executer. The Query Executer passes the complete query plan directly to the SQL

Dialect Translator. The SQL Dialect Translator translates the plan into the stream-

ing SQL dialect of the external SPE that will actually execute the query. The

Query Executer receives the translated query back and sends it to the associated

SPE through a wrapper.

The Wrapper represents the piece in federation architecture responsible for the

connection with a streaming engine. It cleanly separates the query translation con-

ducted inside the federator from the query execution provided by the SPEs them-

selves by providing a wrapper for the communication between the two entities. As

shown in Figure 3.4, the Wrapper is the bridge for all control messages exchanged

and all input streams forwarded to the SPE. The output streams from the SPE are

written directly into database tables through an ODBC connection from the SPE

into the database engine.

In order to build a Wrapper for a specific streaming engine, the following infor-

mation is required: how to access the streaming engine server (usually a server name,

port and a protocol for the connection), and the API for the operations involved

in the interaction. The API methods needed include connecting to the engine for

query registration or removal, submitting stream items, as well as receiving potential

status information such as return codes or messages.

After the SPE confirms successful receipt of the query, the federation layer no

longer has to maintain or execute the continuous query plan inside the database.

On the other hand, the federation layer still has to keep track of DDL metadata

on the input and output streams, named windows, and continuous queries received

from the client. This is essential since the federation layer will continue to act as

the gateway for input and output feeds during run time, as we now explain in more

detail.
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3.2.2.3 Streaming Input Through the Federation Layer

A fundamental functionality in the federator is the ability to send incoming records

on to an SPE for continuous query processing. These incoming feeds always come

from an application (whether a user application as in Figure 3.3 or an SPE writing

to the federator through the ODBC connection). In this section, we describe how

those inputs are passed through to the SPE.

The federation layer not only facilitates SRJ processing but also can persis-

tently store both input and output stream. For instance, some applications, such as

supply-chain applications, business monitoring applications, or financial audit style

applications, need to save a permanent copy of the stream for post-mortem analysis.

They require that no events be lost under any circumstances.

The federation layer serves input events for the above class of applications using

the ISTREAM operator. ISTREAM (or “insert stream”), was proposed by Stan-

ford’s STREAM Project [23]. ISTREAM is a relation-to-stream operator that writes

new tuples being inserted into a given relation out as a stream. To illustrate its use,

consider the following statement:

INSERT INTO STREAM OrdersStream

SELECT ClientId, OrderId, ProductId, Quantity

FROM ISTREAM(OrdersTable);

In this example, OrdersTable is a persistent table stored in the database,

whereas OrdersStream represents the corresponding stream which reports the

newly received order events. Suppose that OrdersTable has three tuples

{r1, r2, r3} at time τ , and two additional tuples {r4, r5} are inserted at time τ + 1.

Then, ISTREAM(OrdersTable) at time τ + 1 will return a stream with elements

< r4, τ + 1 >,< r5, τ + 1 >.

In the following, we explain how the complete ISTREAM mechanism in a fed-

eration layer works, from initial setup to run-time operation, as also illustrated in

Figure 3.5.

ISTREAM Setup: For each “stream” that will be saved in the federation layer

and then passed to an SPE using an ISTREAM operator, a persistent table (e.g.

OrdersTable) is created. Let us call such a table a “base table”. Next, an ISTREAM

query is issued against this base table. If this is the first ISTREAM query issued for

the given base table, a corresponding temporary in-memory table is created and the

mapping between the table id’s of the two is recorded in a data structure, called the
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Figure 3.5: Persistent events (ISTREAM)

Base-Temp map. Additionally, the ISTREAM(<base table name>) statement in the

query is rewritten as ISTREAM(<temp table name>); the resulting query is compiled

into an executable plan; and its query plan id is recorded in a data structure that

maps between base table id’s and query plan id’s, called the Base-QPlan map.

ISTREAM in Action: Input events are fed into the federation layer by an

application program that is issuing periodic INSERT statements into a base table

(e.g. OrdersTable). When a tuple gets inserted into a base table, we first look up the

corresponding temporary table id in the Base-Temp map and record the (temporary

table id, inserted tuple id) metadata in the transaction context. On commit

of the insert transaction, all the newly inserted tuples that have been recorded in the

transaction context so far are copied into the corresponding temporary table and

tagged with a logical timestamp value. This logical timestamp is globally maintained

in the system in order to identify events uniquely and thus to guarantee that an event

is delivered exactly once. It is incremented on commit of each insert transaction

(prior to tagging the inserted tuples). All tuples inserted by the same transaction

are tagged with the same timestamp value.

For each set of records that are copied into a temporary table, a correspond-

ing stream job with (base-table-id, logical-commit-timestamp) metadata is

added to a queue of stream jobs. A stream thread is responsible for serving the
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stream jobs in this queue. When there are no stream jobs in the queue, the stream

thread goes to sleep, waking up again on the arrival of the next stream job. When the

stream thread wakes up, it dequeues a task from the job queue. If the queue has mul-

tiple tasks for the same base table, all such tasks are dequeued for batch processing.

The stream thread looks up the Base-QPlan map to find which ISTREAM queries

are to be executed for the given base table. Using the logical-commit-timestamp

in the job metadata, it collects the tuples from the corresponding temporary table

tagged with that timestamp, and executes the ISTREAM queries against the col-

lected tuples. The results are forwarded to the relevant SPE for further continuous

query processing. Finally, the streamed tuples are deleted from the temporary table.

Transient Events. For input events that must be processed immediately with-

out the need for persisting in permanent storage, the federation layer provides an

in-memory tuple queueing mechanism. This mechanism could be used for applica-

tions with potentially higher data rates and stricter latency requirements, such as

applications tracking service level agreements, or the Linear Road benchmarking ap-

plication. It would also be useful in our business monitoring scenario, for example, if

the worldwide sites are already persisting the order of information, so headquarters

doesn't need to.

In order to stream transient events through the federator, a direct INSERT

statement is issued by the application on the stream that will be forwarded to the

relevant SPE. To illustrate, the previous example would be modelled with periodic

INSERT operations on the stream, as follows:

INSERT INTO STREAM

OrdersStream(ClientId, OrderId,

ProductId, Quantity)

VALUES(751, R782057, RXD553, 50);

There is no need to maintain a base table, and the temporary table is replaced

with an in-memory tuple queue. There is no need for any ISTREAM queries. The

stream thread directly handles batching and forwarding of the newly inserted tuples

to the relevant SPE. This greatly simplifies the process and ensures that time-

sensitive input events can be served with minimal latency. Figure 3.6 illustrates this

mechanism.
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Figure 3.6: Transient events (Tuple Queue)

3.2.2.4 Streaming SPE Outputs to the Client through the Federator

A symmetric functionality in the federator is the ability to pass outputs received from

the underlying SPEs to the corresponding client applications. The input stream-

ing mechanisms presented in Section 3.2.2.3 cannot be readily used to provide this

functionality. The main difficulty lies at the interface to the client. Unlike the

push-based data interface of SPEs, the federator's client data interface is inherently

pull-based. So, the results of our continuous queries can be returned to the feder-

ation layer but there they stop. We need an additional mechanism to ensure that

the client receives the query result.

To overcome the mismatch between the application's pull-based model and the

SPE's push-based model, we have explored several alternative mechanisms. For now,

we focus on the case where the application scenario requires persistently storing in

the federator the results of a continuous query processed by an SPE. In our example,

assume that headquarters wants to persist the total sales numbers for later analysis

(e.g. trending), as well as using them to update the map. Remember that the SPE

writes its output to a designated table in the federation layer (TotalSalesTable in

Figure 3.3). These output events must also be forwarded to the client application
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for handling, of course (otherwise the map would not be updated). So our challenge

is to monitor the output table in the database as new results from continuous query

execution are inserted, to ensure that those results make it back to the application.

Initial Alternatives. We initially considered two alternatives for where to do

monitoring, and several different ways in which to do it. In terms of where, one

option is for each client application program to monitor all relevant output stream

tables. This is cumbersome and error-prone, as we must re-implement the same

business logic for each client program. A second approach is to have a designated

monitoring program detect all registered “alerts” on a given stream output table.

This is a cleaner alternative, since a dedicated program does the monitoring. How-

ever, a dedicated program would be needed for every output stream, and it would

have to know all the conditions to check for on the associated table. In our running

example, the map application needs to be told any time any tuple is added to the

OrdersStream output table, while the sales spikes application only wants to be told

if the Quantity in the new tuple is greater than 500K.

Whichever we choose, there are several ways that monitoring can be imple-

mented. In the following “the monitor” refers to any program doing monitoring.

Periodic select queries: The monitor can periodically issue a query to detect the

alert. For the mapping application, that query would simply be:

SELECT *

FROM TotalSalesTable;

For the application that wants to detect unusually large order volumes, we would

add a predicate, as follows:

SELECT *

FROM TotalSalesTable

WHERE TotalSales > 500000;

This is a simple approach, but has a major drawback in adjusting the execution

period. If the period is too small, then we may end up with more query executions

than necessary. If the period is too big, then alert detection delay may be high.

The main problem here is that the monitoring should be done in an event-driven

fashion rather than the time-driven way as in periodic queries. A second problem

is that every execution of the select query scans the whole table from scratch and

redundantly returns all matching events over and over again. This is both inefficient
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and also requires that the client program implement additional logic if only deltas

are needed, as often is the case with streaming applications (and which is definitely

the case for our two example applications).

Database triggers: Database triggers could also be used for table monitoring. For

the mapping application, a simple INSERT trigger would suffice; conditions could

be added to handle the large order volume case, as follows:

CREATE TRIGGER LargeSalesVolume

AFTER INSERT ON TotalSalesTable

FOR EACH ROW

WHEN TotalSales > 500000

BEGIN ATOMIC

CALL send_email(...);

END;

The problem with this approach is that triggers have been shown not to scale

well with large numbers of alerts [34].

ISTREAM to subscribers: The most obvious approach might be to allow the

applications to “subscribe” to the results of queries. In this case, since we are

already writing the SPE's results to a table, we could use ISTREAM on that table

to turn the results back into a stream to the application. This would require that we

provide a subscription mechanism for the client layer, in the same way that SPEs

provide one to their applications. More specifically, it would require the following

three steps: First, we create an output stream, to which clients can subscribe.

Second, we register a continuous query like the following (for the large sales volume

case):

INSERT INTO STREAM LargeSalesVolumeStream

SELECT *

FROM ISTREAM(TotalSalesTable)

WHERE TotalSales > 500000;

Third, each application invokes a subscribe function for each message or batch

of messages. This mechanism would be similar to how SPEs and other messaging

services provide subscription interfaces, with methods to create and subscribe to

a stream. For example, in both Coral8 [2] and the Java Message Service (JMS),

clients invoke a subscription function and wait for the server to respond. When a

message becomes available, the server sends the message to the subscribed clients (to
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be picked up either immediately, or in the next invocation if the client has already

returned). From the functionality point of view, this alternative would work, but

would force significant changes in the applications themselves.

Monitoring Select. Instead of the above, we propose a new ’monitoring select’

mechanism. This mechanism is inspired by the blocking select mechanism proposed

earlier by ANTs Data Server [35]. In this approach the application program issues a

select query to monitor the output table. However, this select operation is blocked

until there are at least one or more rows to return, instead of simply returning the

SQL NO DATA result code when no new tuples are found in the table. The stream

output table is essentially monitored by the server on behalf of the application

program, and the server responds to the client as soon as it finds rows to return

instead of the client periodically polling. In essence, this implements a subscription

interface, but without requiring modifications to the applications.

To tell the system which tables Monitoring Select is needed for, we introduce

a notion of “event tables”. In order for the system to distinguish between regular

tables and the ones that should be monitored, we suggest the use of “hints”. Hints

are provided in the FROM part of the select query to specify which tables should be

regarded as event tables, as illustrated in the following:

SELECT *

FROM /*+ EVENT */ TotalSalesTable

WHERE TotalSales > 500000;

This approach has two advantages over the previously discussed alternatives: (1)

it is more efficient and easier to use than the previously discussed alternatives. Being

blocked is more efficient than continuously sending the same query over and over

again and receiving no results (i.e. the same problem as in periodic select queries

when the period is too small). A blocked client could do other useful tasks in the

meantime. (2) it does not require changing the logic of the application program

(though the query must include the Monitoring Select flag as a hint). Building on

these advantages next we elaborate on important implementation aspects of our

Monitoring Select mechanism.

If a select statement finds no rows to return on an event table E, the database

task running the statement is suspended and is registered to a waiting task list WE

that is specifically created for E. When an update transaction on E eventually

commits, it wakes up all the relevant select tasks in WE. If a select statement finds
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at least one matching row to return, it terminates by returning the matching row(s).

Otherwise, it suspends again by (re-)registering itself to WE.

When a Monitoring Select and an update transaction concurrently access the

same waiting task list, we may run into an important concurrency problem. We

illustrate this problem in Figure 3.7. There are two concurrent processes: S1, a select

task that is running a Monitoring Select statement against TotalSalesTable, and

T2, a transaction inserting a tuple into the same table. They perform the actions

shown in the given order along the time line, causing S1 to be suspended, even though

there are new rows to process in TotalSalesTable. S1 would only be awakened if

another transaction inserts additional rows into the table at a later time point. As a

result, the delivery of the most recently inserted rows could be significantly delayed,

or even worse, might never happen at all.

To deal with the concurrency problem described above, we maintain a version

number for each waiting task list. When an update transaction locks a waiting task

list, it increments this version number, and then wakes up the suspended tasks.

When a Monitoring Select task wakes up, it copies the current version number

before executing the select statement. If the task finds no row to return and needs

to be suspended again, it locks the waiting task list and compares the list’s version

number with its own copy. If the current version number is greater than the copied

one, there may be new rows inserted after this task's execution. Thus, it updates

its copy of the version number and re-executes the select statement.

In a streaming application, when re-executing a Monitoring Select statement,

it is desirable to run the statement only against the newly inserted rows. As in

our ISTREAM mechanism, we store copies of newly inserted rows in a temporary

monitoring table. Then the Monitoring Select statement is only run against this

temporary table. Rows in such temporary monitoring tables can be deleted after

being processed. However, deletion should be cautiously performed when there

are multiple Monitoring Select statements on the same table. We perform this

garbage collection procedure based on the version numbers. As mentioned above,

update transactions increment the version number of the relevant waiting task lists

when committing. We extend this mechanism by assigning the incremented version

number to the relevant rows. To summarise, each row in such a temporary table

has a version number indicating the transaction that last touched the row. Each

monitoring statement has a version number indicating the transaction that was

committed before the last execution of the statement. Thus, a row can be safely

deleted if the version number of the row is smaller than those of all the monitoring
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Figure 3.7: Concurrent access problem
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statements against the same table.

Finally, once the application program receives and processes the rows returned

from a Monitoring Select, it has to re-issue a new Monitoring Select statement to

continue with the monitoring process.

Transient Events. Even if the application does not need a record of the stream

output, we can still use a similar mechanism to stream the outputs through to the

application. Stream outputs can be easily made transient by inserting them into

temporary tables. Many database systems support non-persistent tables. The dif-

ference from the persistent case would be that updates to such a temporary table are

not persistently logged, which means that no log record is written to disk, although

some log information needs to be kept in memory for rolling back transactions.

3.2.3 Feasibility Study of Federation Approach

In our previous work [31] we proved the feasibility of our federation layer called

MaxStream by implementing it on top of SAP MaxDB [33] and two commercial SPEs

which also illustrated the compatibility of our approach with different SPEs. Please

note that because we used SAP MaxDB that already offers federation capability,

some of the ideas represented in this thesis have not been fully realised in the previous

work. The idea of using an open source commercial database (e.g. MySQL [36]) as

the base for the federation approach is certainty a very interesting future direction.

More specifically, in this section our goal is to measure to what extent MaxStream

can meet the needs of streaming applications. We would like to demonstrate: (1)

the functionality and usefulness of MaxStream, by showing that it can correctly

implement complex streaming applications with differing requirements, and (2) the

performance of MaxStream, by showing that the additional overhead introduced by

MaxStream is acceptable. We have conducted two sets of experiments:

Experiment 1: Linear Road Benchmark: Linear Road is the only data

stream processing benchmark currently available [34]. It consists of a collection of

complex continuous queries for road traffic monitoring and was designed to stress a

streaming engine by imposing response time constraints. Thus, it is demanding both

in terms of implementation complexity as well as performance requirements. In our

study, this benchmark represents the class of near real-time monitoring applications

with high input rates and low latency requirements, for which event persistence is not

necessary. In this experiment, we compare two system configurations (commercial

SPE X vs. MaxStream + commercial SPE X) and quantify the overhead introduced
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by federation layer.

Experiment 2: SAP Sales and Distribution (SD) Benchmark: The SAP

SD Benchmark [37] is a business monitoring scenario; it inspired our running ex-

ample in Section 3.2.2.1. The original benchmark is not a stream processing bench-

mark; however, adding streaming functionality could allow business applications of

this type to support operational BI, for example. In our study, this benchmark rep-

resents the class of business monitoring applications with lower input rates but large

data volumes accumulating over time, where no input/output events must be lost,

and therefore, all events must be persistently stored in addition to live processing.

Furthermore, throughput is more critical than latency. In this experiment, we will

report results on two scenarios: (i) the original SD benchmark vs. the SD bench-

mark with MaxStream/ISTREAM + SPE X, and (ii) the original SD benchmark vs.

the SD benchmark with MaxStream/Monitoring Select, to show that the federation

features could be used (and useful) to extend this benchmark without sacrificing

throughput.

3.2.3.1 Linear Road Benchmark Experiments

The Linear Road Benchmark simulates the traffic on a set of highways. It provides

variable tolling based on accident vicinity and traffic statistics. The input stream is

composed of car position reports (each car reporting every 30 seconds) and query

requests of the following types: (i) Accident Notification (a driver is notified of an

accident in their vicinity), (ii) Toll Notification (a driver is informed about the toll

of the segment they are entering), (iii) Balance Query (a driver can request the total

amount spent on tolls), (iv) Daily Expenditure Query (how much a driver has spent

on a given day in the past 10 weeks), and (v) Travel Time Estimation (this query

has not included in any of the published implementations so far).

The measure of this benchmark is given by Load, representing the number of

highways that can be handled by the stream processing engine. A certain load

level is considered to be achieved when all the queries involved in the benchmark

are answered correctly within, at most, 5 seconds after the corresponding query

request has been entered into the system. The smallest load level available is 0.5,

representing reports coming from one direction of the highway.

Setup. For this experiment we set up three machines: one client (4-way dual-

core AMD Opteron 2.2GHz with 64GB memory running Linux) which pushes the

input events represented by the car positions, a server machine (2-way quad-core

Intel Clovertown 1.86GHz with 16GB memory with Linux) running MaxStream and
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Figure 3.8: Linear Road experiments: with and without MaxStream

another (a 4-way dual-core AMD Opteron 2.2GHz with 64GB memory with Linux)

running the streaming engine, SPE X. Two scenarios were created: (i) the client

directly publishes items to the streaming engine, and (ii) between the client and the

streaming engine we add MaxStream, as in Figure 3.8. Because Linear Road does

not require persistence of the input items, we use the in-memory tuple-queueing

mechanism offered by MaxStream to pass the tuples through towards the streaming

engine. A single experiment runs for 3 hours until all the items in the input are

consumed.

Results. There is practically no overhead from using MaxStream as a bridge

between the client and the SPE when running a streaming application like Linear

Road. We ran experiments with loads from 1.0 up to 5.0 and compared the two

settings. As shown in Table 3.1, for each of the loads, we measured the number of

toll alerts grouped by response time intervals (seconds) as well as the maximum and

average response times. In the table, we show the number of alerts up to the highest

response time interval. We chose the toll alerts because they are on the query path

with the highest load. As we can see, the overhead incurred by MaxStream causes

a slight increase in response times, but it does not prevent it from achieving the

same load as SPE X alone. Moreover, MaxStream scales with the load, following

the same trend as SPE X. For a load factor of 5.0, the streaming engine fails to meet

the response time requirements (i.e. some of the alerts come too late, after the 5

second limit). The good news is that using MaxStream, the results are as expected:

the trend observed up to 4.0 load factor value is kept, and this scenario shows still

just a small increase in response time.

3.2.3.2 SAP SD Benchmark Experiments

For operational business intelligence (BI), analytic applications are run

over huge volumes of business data without relying on a periodic ETL

(Extraction-Transformation-Loading) process. The key issue here is fast

aggregation with various group-by conditions. Streaming is a promising approach
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Load Statistics SPE X SPE X &
MaxStream

1.0 [0..1) 2,270,021 99.7% 2,269,223 99.7%
[1..2) 6,523 0.3% 7,321 0.3%
[2.. ) 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Avg
Resp(ms)

423.11 429.74

Max
Resp(ms)

1,136.06 1,150.95

Min
Resp(ms)

1.50 2.04

Total Toll
Alerts

2,276,544 2,276,544

2.0 [0..1) 4,508,836 99.17% 4,508,029 99.15%
[1..2) 37,656 0.83% 38,463 0.85%
[2.. ) 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Avg
Resp(ms)

463.07 480.40

Max
Resp(ms)

1,334.37 1,375.92

Min
Resp(ms)

1.71 2.19

Total Toll
Alerts

4,546,492 4,546,492

3.0 [0..1) 6,758,989 98.72% 6,754,405 98.66%
[1..2) 87,389 1.28% 91,973 1.34%
[2.. ) 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Avg
Resp(ms)

521.56 550.85

Max
Resp(ms)

1,721.79 1,740.73

Min
Resp(ms)

2.00 2.97

Total Toll
Alerts

6,846,378 6,846,378

4.0 [0..1) 8,947,210 98.15% 8,936,025 98.03%
[1..2) 167,561 1.84% 178,615 1.96%
[2..3) 1,113 0.01% 1,244 0.01%
[3.. ) 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Avg
Resp(ms)

592.63 637.87

Max
Resp(ms)

2,169.90 2,070.64

Min
Resp(ms)

2.76 3.52

Total Toll
Alerts

9,115,884 9,115,884

5.0 [0..1) 10,286,944 90.25% 9,423,670 82.68%
[1..2) 963,279 8.45% 1,807,929 15.86%
[2..3) 122,513 1.07% 131,141 1.15%
[3..4) 19,530 0.17% 30,643 0.27%
[4..5) 5,288 0.05% 4,029 0.04%
[5.. ) 117 0.01% 259 0.02%
Avg
Resp(ms)

729.58 791.07

Max
Resp(ms)

5,105.93 5,416.07

Min
Resp(ms)

2.33 3.98

Total Toll
Alerts

11,397,671 11,397,671

Table 3.1: Performance with Linear Road benchmark
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to realising real-time BI. This subsection demonstrates that MaxStream can

handle such use cases without affecting existing application performance.

The SAP SD Benchmark is one of the most widely accepted server benchmarks.

It models a sell-from-stock scenario that consists of the following 6 user transactions:

(i) create a customer order document with five line items, (ii) create a delivery doc-

ument for the order, (iii) check the customer order, (iv) check the delivery document

and post a goods issue to initiate the delivery, (v) check the latest 40 orders from

the customer, and (vi) create a corresponding invoice. Each of these transactions

involves 1-4 dialogue steps. For instance, the first transaction to create a customer

order consists of the following 4 dialogue steps: (i) invoke the first screen, (ii) fill

in header fields on the screen, (iii) fill in five line items on the second screen, (iv)

choose save, and commit the sales document creation. iEach dialogue step requires

user interactions and the SAP SD Benchmark assumes 10 seconds think-time per

dialogue step for filling in fields and pressing buttons. The main performance mea-

sure of this benchmark is throughput in the number of processed dialogue steps per

minute.

Setup. For the SAP SD Benchmark, the following system configuration was

used: a MaxStream server (a 4-way quad-core Intel Tigerton 2.93 GHz with 128GB

memory running Linux), 16 application server blades (each a 2-way quad-core Intel

Clovertown 2.33GHz with 16GB memory running Linux), and one server for SPE X

(a 4-way dual-core AMD Opteron 2.2GHz with 64GB memory running Linux). We

are using the three-tier version of the SAP SD Benchmark, which means that the

application servers run on different machines from the database server in order to

generate a reasonable number of events per second. We wanted to be able to handle

16,000 SD users. An 8-core machine running the SAP application server can handle

around 1,000 SD users, hence the number of application servers. An 8-core machine

running a database server can handle about 16,000 SD users; however, under this

workload, the database uses almost 100% of the eight cores. Thus we chose a 16-core

machine as the database server. In addition to running the original benchmark, we

also ran the SAP SD Benchmark on MaxStream in two alternative configurations:

MaxStream/ISTREAM + SPE X: All sales orders are forwarded to SPE X via

MaxStream in order to continuously compute the daily sum of sales orders for each

product and region. In order to forward the sales orders to the SPE, the following

continuous insert was used:

INSERT INTO STREAM SalesOrderStream

SELECT A.MANDT, A.VBELN, A.NETWR,
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SDB SDB +
ISTREAM

SDB + Monitoring
Select

# of SD
users

16,000 16,000 16,000

Throughput
(SAPs)

95,910 95,910 95,846

Dialog re-
sponse time
(ms)

13 13 13

% DB
server CPU
utilization

49.8% 50.6% 50.1%

Table 3.2: Performance with SAP SD benchmark

B.POSNR, B.MATNR, B.ZMENG

FROM ISTREAM(VBAK) A, VBAP B

WHERE A.MANDT = B.MANDT AND A.VBELN = B.VBELN;

This query is triggered on each new record insertion into the VBAK table, per-

forms a join with the VBAP table, and then submits the results into a stream

(SalesOrderStream) in the external SPE. The VBAK table stores the header infor-

mation of sales order documents and the VBAP table stores their line items. Each

sales order document is assigned a unique number, which is stored in the MANDT

column. The NETWR column stores the net value of the sales order. MATNR

shows material number, and ZMENG shows the sales quantity. Note that although

SPE X participates in the daily sum computation of this scenario, this part is an

extra feature for the benchmark and therefore, the processing time on the SPE is

not taken into account in the comparisons to the original benchmark.

MaxStream/Monitoring Select: In this configuration, we continuously mon-

itor big sales orders (i.e. with total amount > 95) by defining the VBAK table as an

event table and running Monitoring Select over it. The input data was modified to

have 1% big sales orders with the same number of line items but in larger quantities.

The following query was used to monitor big sales orders:

SELECT A.MANDT, A.VBELN, B.KWMENG

FROM /*+ EVENT */ VBAK A, VBAP B

WHERE A.NETWR > 95

AND A.MANDT=B.MANDT

AND A.VBELN=B.VBELN;

Results. Table 3.2 shows the results of running the SAP SD Benchmark with

ISTREAM or Monitoring Select as compared to the standard scenario (no streaming

features). Since 10 seconds of thinking time is added to each dialogue step, each user
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loads at most six dialogue step per minute. Thus, the maximum throughput possible

with 16,000 users is 96,000 SAPs (= dialogue steps/min) and all configurations

essentially reach the maximum. Under this workload, each user orders five line items

every 150 seconds and 16,000 users in total order 533 line items per second. Thus, the

continuous query forwards 533 events to the SPE every second by using 0.8% more

CPU compared with the original benchmark. While using Monitoring Select, the

throughput is slightly lower, but the overall performance penalty is negligible. These

results clearly show that business application scenarios can benefit from MaxStream

streaming features without much performance overhead.

3.3 Handling SRJ Queries

Our federator can support SRJ queries which is the main focus of this thesis. In this

section, we illustrate this support through some examples, focusing on joins between

ordinary database tables and persistent input events (leveraging the ISTREAM

operator), as well as with persistent output events (leveraging the Monitoring Select

mechanism over event tables).

Before presenting the examples, we would like to note two important points.

First, in both forms of joins, the order of the data sources matters in terms of

efficiency. More specifically, the streaming source must be first in the join order-

ing, since join processing should only be triggered when a new tuple arrives in the

stream. Furthermore, both forms of joins open the door for rewriting of continuous

hybrid queries for optimisation purposes. To be more specific, although most SPEs

support hybrid queries by establishing connections to external databases, the fact

that the federation layer itself has relational database capabilities can be exploited

by performing this portion of the query within the federator, without exposing it to

the SPE, and thereby, avoiding the need to establish an indirect external connection

back into the federator.

Joining with an ISTREAM’ed Table. Suppose that we would like our map

to display the continuously calculated hourly sum of sales orders for each product

sold at a location (not just the location total). We can easily do this by changing

our continuous query in Figure 3.3 to include a ”GROUP BY ProductName” clause.

This new continuous query can then be instantiated on an SPE as before, and

the input stream of sales orders can then be streamed into the SPE to feed the

continuous query. However, the input stream must be first joined with a static table

(the Products dimension table) that is kept in the database. This can be achieved
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with the following SRJ query:

INSERT INTO STREAM ProductOrdersStream

SELECT O.OrderID, P.ProductName, O.Quantity

FROM ISTREAM(OrdersTable) O, Products P

WHERE O.ProductID = P.ProductID;

This query is triggered on each new tuple insertion into OrdersTable, per-

forms a join with the Products table, and then submits the resulting tuples into

ProductOrdersStream, which is then forwarded to the SPE for further processing

using the new GROUP-BY version of our continuous query:

INSERT INTO STREAM TotalProductOrdersStream

SELECT ProductName, SUM(Quantity)

FROM ProductOrdersStream

GROUP BY ProductName

KEEP 1 HOUR;

As illustrated, an input stream generated using the ISTREAM operator can

seamlessly take part in a join with a table before being submitted to an SPE. This

is rather easy and natural to implement in the federator due to its relational engine

basis.

Joining with an Event Table Next, suppose that we would like to moni-

tor unusually large sales volumes of products of a certain type (e.g. guns) in the

TotalSalesTable table. Assume that for this product type, large sales volumes

are rare, occurring for only 1% of all records. We can use the following Monitoring

Select query:

SELECT P.ProductName, T.TotalSales

FROM /*+ EVENT */ TotalSalesTable T, Product P

WHERE T.TotalSales > 500000

AND T.ProductID = P.ProductID

AND P.Type = "Gun";

This query specifies that TotalSalesTable is an event table. Each big sales

insertion in this table should trigger a join with the static Product table, before

the results are delivered to a client. It is important to notice that, since large sale

volumes for this type of product are rare, the Monitoring Select mechanism should
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bring considerable efficiency in monitoring (both in terms of avoiding unnecessary

polling and avoiding potential delivery delays).

This example shows that an output stream received from an SPE can be conve-

niently joined with a static table inside the federator.

3.4 Stream Federation in Action

Putting all the components together, this section explains how the federation layer

works and what steps are necessary for end-users to interact with the federation

layer. So when an application submits a query to the federation layer, it is parsed,

and, if there are no streaming features involved (i.e. if the query is a standard

relational query), it is passed to the usual rewrite engine and compiler. But if it

includes a stream query it is routed directly to the Query Executer and therefore,

to the SQL Dialect Translator. The translator creates an appropriate stream query

in the language of the underlying engine, and returns it to the Executer, which

sends it on to the wrapper for the SPE. Wrappers handle registration of queries to

the SPE and they also stream input events to the SPE for processing. The output

stream from the SPE is written directly back to the federation layer through an

ODBC connection from the SPE. Below we use a simple BI application (call center)

to explain in a more compact form the necessary steps for an application to interact

with a federation layer.

1. Create the stream. If the stream has not been previously created, it must

be generated and also registered with the federation layer. The federation

layer allows inserts on a base table to be streamed out to the SPE. This is

needed where the business is receiving a lot of event data and wants to process

it as it comes in, leveraging a stream engine. For example, suppose in a Call

Centre every call is captured with some metadata in a single table, Calls.

The company realises that they can provide better service if they can analyse

the call patterns in real-time, so they decide to stream the data to an SPE.

This would be done as follows:

CREATE STREAM CallStream ...;

INSERT INTO STREAM CallStream

SELECT ...

FROM ISTREAM(Calls);
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The first statement tells the federation layer about the stream, and the second

turns inserts into the existing table into a stream.

2. Create a table for the output stream. The SPE needs some place to

put the results of its analysis, so we must create a table (which can be either

persistent or transient) to store the output stream. This allows the SPE to

use standard insert statements and an ODBC connection to get the output

back to the federation layer. This can be done with a standard create table

statement, for example:

CREATE TABLE CallAnalysis ...;

3. Create a query to push to the SPE. Now that there is a stream, and a

place to put the output, we need to tell the SPE what to do. For example, we

might issue a query such as:

INSERT INTO TABLE CallAnalysis

SELECT Region, COUNT(*) as Cnt, AVG(WaitTime) as AvgWait,

AVG(Duration) as CallLength

FROM CallStream

GROUP BY Region

KEEP 1 HOUR;

This continuous query tracks the number of calls, the average wait time for an

agent, and the average length of calls by region, on an hourly basis, allowing

the company to find hotspots where perhaps they need to assign more staff, or

areas where the call center staff are not efficient enough. The federation layer

will push this query to the SPE, after any necessary translations. The SPE

will insert results back into CallAnalysis, using the ODBC connection that is

set up when the wrapper is instantiated.

4. Set up monitoring for the output. Finally, we’ll want to do something

with the results of the analysis, so we need a way to find out when there is new

data in the output table. The federation layer provides a way of monitoring

changes to a base table. This mechanism is invoked by means of a hint on a

select statement, as follows:

SELECT *

FROM /*+Event*/ CallAnalysis

WHERE AvgLength > 5;
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In this example, the predicate might be used to identify regions where the

average call length was beyond some threshold (i.e. where the call center is

not being sufficiently efficient).

3.5 Using a Federation in Real-Time BI Scenarios

In this section we describe in depth concrete application scenarios that are inspired

by real business intelligence use cases. Our goal is to show the role federation

architecture plays in supporting these diverse business scenarios. Importantly in

this section we not only focus on the efficient SRJ processing aspect of the federation

approach but we use scenarios to show that real-time BI use cases can benefit from

federation capability provided by the federation architecture (e.g. using more than

one SPE).

3.5.1 Reducing Latency in Event-Driven BI

Consider a global mail delivery company (e.g. FedEx, UPS, DHL, etc.) with com-

pany locations in many cities in various countries. Packets to be delivered must first

be received. This can be done in several ways, for example, via staffed drop-off stores,

self-service drop boxes, or arranged pick-up from the customer’s address. Next, the

collected packets must be distributed towards their destinations in a multi-hop fash-

ion, travelling through a series of company facilities, and finally being delivered to

their destination by local staff members driving trucks. Each packet to be shipped

comes with a service option and at a corresponding cost. For example, same-day

delivery is the fastest delivery option (guaranteed delivery within the same day that

the packet is received) and therefore is the most expensive. This company must

continuously monitor its packet deliveries all around the globe to make sure that

the delivery guarantees are met, as service violations are not acceptable and may

cause financial penalties and customer dissatisfaction.

The whole distribution process is quite complex and many business events in-

dicating changing packet locations are generated as part of daily operations in this

company. Furthermore, processing these events with low-latency is key to ensuring

that timely packet delivery can be achieved. For example, one of the business ana-

lysts that work for our mail delivery company would like to create analytic queries

to watch the deliveries in the last 15 minutes and see how they compare to the target

delivery times. They can then use this information to make on-the-fly business de-
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cisions, such as routing dispatch units in different ways to avoid potential problems

or to help solve existing problems.

In this scenario, reducing latency of continuous analytic queries is key. It would

take too long to dump all delivery events into a data warehouse. Instead, they

should be processed in a streaming fashion. Furthermore, comparing live delivery

time values to target values requires a hybrid query between new event streams

and static reference data. Last but not least, the company may be using several

different SPE instances at different locations, whose results must be aggregated to

be able to make more informed decisions about dispatching resources. A federation

approach can support each of these needs, and in addition, could persist the results

of the operational analysis so that further analytics could be applied later – to detect

repeated trouble spots, for example, and do more strategic levels of planning.

3.5.2 Persistent Events in Supply-Chain Monitoring

Supply-chain monitoring involves keeping track of where products appear in time as

they move from initial producers to final consumers. Product locations are typically

kept track of using auto-id technologies (e.g. RFID). Each event indicates a product-

id, event-type, product-class, event-location, and event-time. Events can be of two

types: issue or receipt. One might like to monitor various complex events over these

RFID events:

• For each product class, what is the average cycle time (i.e. the difference

between time of receipt and time of issue)?

• Show the products that arrived late, together with the name of the carrier

company and from/to location.

• Out of stock: Continuously check the available quantity of every sold item

in the back stock and raise an alert whenever the sum of the quantity drops

below the predefined threshold.

In this application, latency is not a major issue, as the sort of analysis to be done

is mostly strategic or tactical. On the other hand, events are arriving frequently,

and all events must be persisted for durability.
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3.5.3 Other Real-time BI Applications

There are many other BI scenarios that require real-time event processing. Most of

them fall into one or the other of the two patterns sketched above. For example,

fraud detection is a common desire for financial and credit card companies. In this

case, reducing latency is critical, to be able to catch cases of fraud as they happen.

The event information will likely be the basic information about the transaction, for

example, with regards to credit cards who is charging what amount for what items

and to which card? Additional information about the customer and their buying

patterns will need to be included for the analysis. Again, federation architecture

supports this case by allowing the transaction information to be joined with the

contextual information as it streams through the system. On the other hand, quality

management for manufacturing has more of a feel of the supply chain management

application: many events flow through the system as the statistics on production

flow in. Some are analysed in real-time (for instance, to find real outliers), but for

the most part the goal is to capture the information for later strategic analysis of

yield, repair records, returns, and so on.

With large organisations, these scenarios become further complicated by the like-

lihood that there is not a single stream processing engine nor a single source of data

for correlation. Instead, these organisations often have several databases, and we

may expect, several heterogeneous SPEs. In this case, the federation architectureś

ability to bridge across heterogeneous SPEs and data sources will be invaluable.

Note that in order to use relational database sources from different database prod-

ucts, we have to base our federation layer on top of a commercial database which

has the database federation capability.

3.6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we proposed a federated stream processing architecture. Federation

architecture not only facilitates the SRJ processing but can also integrate multiple

SPEs behind a common query language APIs. We showed how to turn an existing

database into a federated stream engine, and described its novel approach to stream-

ing input and output events with or without persistence. Our approach makes joins

between streams and database tables easy to handle within the federation layer. In

this chapter, we did not focus on how to integrate a set of heterogeneous SPEs that

are fundamentally different from one another not only in the query language syntax
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but the execution semantics. The heterogeneity issue aside, we believe that our

research in stream federation architecture opens up a rich vein of research necessary

to achieve other potential benefits of a federated architecture. Below, we briefly

explain each of these possible future research directions.

3.6.1 Model Issues in SPE-SPE Integration

One important problem today is the lack of clean semantic models for defining

streams and continuous queries to process them. There is no agreement even on

the definition of basic terms such as stream and window. Although CQL [23] lays a

good initial foundation for defining a formal continuous query model over streams

and relations, it is one of the many possible points in the space of semantic models

available out there. There are currently several tens of different SPEs and they

widely vary in their data and query models, APIs, functionalities, and optimisa-

tion capabilities. This heterogeneous and continuously evolving nature of today's
streaming landscape not only introduces complexities in choosing the right engine

for a given application, but also makes application development and maintenance

hard. The need for standardisation has recently been acknowledged and a few ini-

tiatives in this direction have been started [7, 8]. The former was a proposal on a

batch-driven model in order to unify the tuple- and time-driven execution models of

two specific SPEs (StreamBase and Oracle CEP, respectively), while the latter was

a proposal for adding pattern matching constructs to the SQL standard. However,

the whole problem is much more complex since a variety of subtle semantic differ-

ences in the execution models of a representative set of SPEs must be settled before

a SQL standard can emerge.

While current SPEs differ highly in their continuous query capabilities and in

their language syntaxes to express those capabilities, the implementation of a com-

mon capability can also vary from one SPE to another, due to the differences in

these SPEs query execution models. Capability differences are easier to manage

since they expose themselves at the query language syntax level (e.g. an SPE can

either support value-based windows or not), whereas execution model differences

can be quite puzzling, since they are implicit in the internal implementation of each

SPE and do not expose themselves (and therefore cannot be controlled) at the lan-

guage level. On the other hand, it is important to be able to analyse and understand

different system's capabilities and execution models in comparison to one another,

in reaching a formal model that is general and flexible enough to capture and ex-

plain a wide range of different behaviours that are commonplace for a core set of
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streaming applications. In [9], we proposed a formal model to analyse the window

execution semantics of a collection of SPEs . Such a model can be useful not only for

analysing the behaviours of these SPEs, but also for building a uniform model for

our federated architecture, as well as for helping with future standardisation efforts

in this area.

3.6.2 Optimisation in SPE-SPE and SPE-DBMS Integra-

tion

In an integrated stream processing system, one of the most important questions is

how to optimise the processing of a given set of continuous queries across multiple

SPE instances and databases. Both performance and capability differentiators of

these systems must be taken into account. The search space and cost metrics suitable

for such an optimisation problem need to be defined accordingly. In defining the

search space, we can consider several factors: Can a given query be split across

multiple SPEs or should it be processed on one SPE in its entirety? If so, which

SPE instance should be chosen? This decision can also depend on the current loads

of the running SPEs as well as the actual workload running on those SPEs, since

continuous queries may have common processing needs and present the opportunity

for shared computation. Furthermore, since queries are often long-lived, during the

lifetime of a query, certain workload and data distribution parameters may change.

In this case, initial optimisation decisions about query decomposition and allocation

may have to be revised. Adapting query processing to changing run-time conditions

is more critical in a continuous query environment than in traditional ones, and this

applies to their integration as well. In general, one can tackle optimisation issues

along three orthogonal dimensions:

1. Hybrid queries that involve joins between streaming sources and database

tables

2. Homogeneous SPE setups with dynamic workload

3. Heterogeneous SPE setups with capability differences

3.6.3 Transaction in SPEs and SPE-DBMS Integration

Another interesting research question is how to integrate traditional databases, for

which clear notions of transactions and transactional properties exist, with SPEs for
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which no such notions have been properly defined to date. In SPEs, transactional-

like concepts have only found use in high availability and fault tolerance scenarios.

These scenarios focused on defining different degrees of recovery semantics for the

query outputs and techniques for reducing the recovery time [38]. However, in

integrated settings, other transactional properties (e.g. isolation rules) can also be

important. For example, how to schedule updates to a database table while it is

concurrently being joined with a continuous stream of tuples? Defining such rules

can be quite tricky due to a fundamental difference in how one interacts with an SPE

vs. a DBMS: the former is data-oriented whereas the latter is operation-oriented.

An integrated stream processing system must find the right abstractions to bridge

this difference. But before this can be done, a robust theory for transactional stream

processing must be developed.
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Chapter 4

A Generic Operator for

Efficient SRJ Processing

This chapter details our proposed operator that facilitates SRJ processing. First we

discuss the shortcomings of the federation approach that was the primary motivation

behind this work. We also discuss the limitation of existing SPEs that the federation

approach must rely on to handle SRJ queries when the source of historical data is

not available within the federation framework. Then we briefly discuss some of

the related works in this area followed by outlining the details of our operator and

address the issues related to our approach. Finally, we use an extensive set of

experiments using a variety of synthetic and real data sets to demonstrate that our

operator outperforms the state-of-the-art approach. We conclude the chapter by

discussing future work opportunities.

4.1 Background and Motivation

4.1.1 Shortcomings of the Federation Approach

When a user or an application submits a query demanding a join with relational data

that is not locally available within the federation framework, the federation layer

translates and passes the SRJ query to one of the underlying SPEs. The Figure 4.1

shows the interaction of a federation layer with an external data source through an

SPE for EPC code and product information mapping example from Section 2.3.2.

Here, the application submits the SRJ query (written in our proposed language [31])

to enrich the input stream (InputRFIDStream) with product description (ItemDesc)

located in an external database table (DescTable). Once the federation layer receives
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Figure 4.1: Federation layer dealing with external data sources

the query it searches the database catalogue, and if not found, it sends the entire

query to the wrapper where the wrapper translates the query into the SQL dialect

of the SPE. In this case, rather than running the SRJ query as a table-to-table join

within the federation layer the underlying SPE runs the SRJ query which is not very

efficient. In the next section, we will discuss the shortcomings of SPEs to handle

SRJ queries.

Stream-relational approach also makes the same assumption on availability of

the relational data within its framework. Stream-relational engines (e.g. Truviso)

suggest reading the entire data set from the remote source into its framework. This

assumption might not be held in some real-life examples (EPC code and product

information mapping) because the third parties who own the data could enforce

restrictions on the amount of data the application can query, therefore reading the

entire data set may not be allowed. Also, the data size is often huge so that reading

the entire data set over the network (i.e. internet) might not be feasible specially if

the data is not static and we have to reread the data every time there is an update

on the base table.
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4.1.2 Shortcomings of SPEs for SRJ Processing

Here we explain the limitation of the commercial SPEs running SRJ queries. After

an extensive study of major commercial and academic SPEs, we found two major

issues with SPEs handling of SRJ queries. First, SPEs access the database for

every incoming tuple one-by-one, we call this tuple-by-tuple approach. Therefore,

where the time to process each database request is more than the input rate, there

will be a queue of incoming tuples that might violate the desired QoS (Quality of

Service). The second drawback of current SPEs is that the SRJ operator performs

its computation sequentially: as tuples arrive, they are processed by a single flow

of control. Therefore, once a query for a cache miss is sent to the database, the

SPE is idle while all the hit tuples queue up. Figure 4.2 depicts a scenario where a

typical commercial SPE enriches an output stream before delivering the results to

the end-user or the application.

As we mentioned database access results in a significant increase in latency.

We ran a simple example to show what percentage of latency in running an SRJ

query comes from the database and what percentage belongs to the SPE. In this

experiment we used Esper [4] to process the SRJ query and MySQL to keep the

relational data source. We set the buffer size of MySQL database to zero and

we established the ODBC connection for every incoming event (no shared ODBC

connection). Figure 4.3 shows the latency for running an SRJ query in milliseconds

for both cases when the data sources are located in the local database and remote

site. As expected, the majority of latency for SRJ query processing comes from

the database side (130ms) and very little overhead from the SPE (2ms). On the

database side, for a local database where the network latency is zero, the majority

of latency belongs to query processing time inside database (30ms out of 42ms). For

the remote database, the major delay belongs to the network delay (90ms out of

132ms) while the cost of establishing ODBC connection remains constant (10ms)

for both remote and local databases. This experiment evidences that the database

is the bottleneck not the SPE.

Apart from the query processing time on the database or the network cost which

the SPE has no control over, commercial SPEs provide some basic optimisation

techniques to reduce the cost of database access. The effectiveness of these features,

however, often depends on parameters out of the control of users and is hard to

predict (e.g. data distribution of streaming data). Here we explain about caching

which is the most common feature among the commercial SPEs. Figure 4.2 shows

SPEs often use cache to avoid accessing the database for every incoming tuple, yet
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Figure 4.2: The typical architecture of a current SPE for SRJ processing

the performance of the cache is heavily dependent on data distribution which is

usually stochastic in a streaming environment [17]. Also caching solutions often

assume that data in the database is semi-static, that is, it changes infrequently

and that the changes do not need to be immediately reflected by the application

querying the database. Therefore, for frequently updated data using a cache might

not pay-off.

4.2 Related Work

Increasing the efficiency of the join operator has been explored in the context of

a relational database (relation-to-relation) and data stream processing (stream-

to-stream). Surprisingly, little to no attention has been paid to stream-relation

join processing in the context of data streaming engines where the relation resides

on a local or remote database only accessible through a standard interface (e.g.

JDBC/ODBC). In this section we discuss some of the related works that address a

similar problem to SRJ but in a different context. More specifically, we discuss some

of the recent works on caching algorithms as well as a Surrogate Key Generation

(SKG) problem in active data warehousing environments.
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Figure 4.3: SPE-DBMS integration latency (milliseconds): local database vs. re-
mote database

4.2.1 Caching

Caching is a very effective method that can avoid expensive database access, how-

ever, as mentioned, caching performance is heavily dependent on the data distribu-

tion of often stochastic data stream. As we will discuss later, our approach provides

a solution to facilitate SRJ processing regardless of cache performance. In other

words, our approach is complementary to caching but our operator can use any off-

the-shelf caching algorithms. Therefore, we think it is necessary to discuss some of

the relevant caching algorithms that can complement our approach.

Xie et al [17] proposed a caching replacement policy1 for stream-to-stream joins

under memory constraint. Their research illustrated that the joining problem from

stream-to-stream can be reduced to a caching problem between stream-to-relation

which is relevant to our work. Here, we briefly explain their approach as we believe

it can be used as an efficient caching algorithm inside our operator. Also their

approach proposes a more informed load shedding algorithm for cases where the

input rate exceeds our operator’s processing capacity.

Given the limited amount of memory for maintaining the cache state, Xie et al

investigated techniques for choosing tuples to discard from the join state to minimise

the error in the answer. They chose to focus on MAX-subset, which corresponds to

the number of missing join results tuples. Xie et al extended the previous work [39]

on cache replacement heuristics: PROB and LIFE for sliding window joins.

• PROB: discards the tuples with the lowest probability to join with a tuple

1Throughout this thesis, cache replacement policy and caching algorithm are used interchange-
ably
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from the other stream.

• LIFE: discards the tuple with the lowest product of its remaining lifetime

(w.r.t. the sliding window) and the probability that it joins with another

tuple.

Both PROB and LIFE make sense intuitively, but there is little understanding

of what conditions make them good (or bad) heuristics. Moreover, implicit in the

definitions above is the assumption that the distinction of join attribute values

is relatively stationary; otherwise, the probability to join with the other stream

could vary over time, making these definitions ambiguous. However, in practice,

input stream often exhibits more complex behaviours, such as increasing trends and

random walk, which may render heuristics with hardwired assumptions inadequate.

Xie et al proposed a framework that is able to exploit known or observed statistical

properties of input stream to make cache replacement policy decisions aimed at

maximising the expected number of results tuples.

Without reducing joining to a caching problem (see [39] for more details), we

briefly discuss the caching problem in Xie et al context which is very similar to the

SRJ problem in this thesis. Xie et al defines the caching problem as the equijoin

between a reference stream and a non-streaming database relation. The problem

that begins there is limited memory to cache database tuples to join with incoming

stream tuples. They assume that every stream tuple joins with exactly one database

tuple. Similar to the joining problem, stream tuples can have identical join attribute

values but are considered to be distinct from each other. However, there can be only

one database tuple with a given join attribute value. So for each incoming stream

tuple, we have a cache hit if the cache contains the joining database tuple, or a cache

miss if not. In the case of a miss, the joining tuple is retrieved from the database and

we have the option of caching it afterwards. Given the stochastic process governing

the reference stream, we want to devise a cache replacement strategy that maximises

the expected number of hits. We strongly believe that as Xie et al’s definition of

caching is almost identical to the caching problem in SRJ and therefore we can use

their caching algorithm as the replacement policy of our operator’s cache.

4.2.2 Active Data Warehousing

Despite fundamental differences between SRJ processing in stream data process-

ing and Surrogate Key Generation (SKG) in the data warehousing environment,

they both deal with joining fast arriving data with slow data. In this section, we
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first define the SKG problem and then describe more recent work facilitating SKG

processing, highlighting any shortcomings for SRJ processing.

Data warehouses are typically refreshed in a batch (or, off-line) fashion: the up-

dates from data sources are buffered during working hours, and then loaded through

the Extraction-Transformation-Loading (ETL) process when the warehouse is qui-

escent (e.g. overnight). This clean separation between querying and updating is a

fundamental assumption of conventional data warehousing applications, and clearly

simplifies several aspects of the implementation. The downside, of course, is that

the warehouse is not continuously up-to-date with respect to the latest updates,

which in turn implies that queries may return answers that are stale. To address

this issue, recent works have introduced the novel concept of active (or real-time)

data warehouses [40, 41, 42]. In this scenario, all updates to the production systems

are propagated immediately to the warehouse and incorporated in an on-line fash-

ion. This paradigm shift raises several challenges in implementing the ETL process,

since it implies that transformations need to be performed continuously as updated

tuples are streamed in the warehouse. We illustrate this point with the common

transformation of surrogate key generation, where the source-dependent key of an

update tuple is replaced with a uniform warehouse key. This operation is typically

implemented by joining the source updates with a look-up table that stores the cor-

respondence between the two sets of keys. Figure 4.4 [43] shows an example where

the keys of two sources (column id in relations R1 and R2 ) are replaced with a

warehouse-global key (column skey in the final relation). In a conventional ware-

house, the tuples of R1 and R2 would be buffered and the join would be performed

with a blocking algorithm to reduce the total execution time for the ETL process.

An active warehouse, on the other hand, needs to perform this join as the tuples of

R1 and R2 are propagated from operational sources. A major challenge, of course,

is that the inputs of the join have different access costs and properties: the tuples

of R1 and R2 arrive at a fast rate and must be processed in a timely fashion, while

look-up tuples are retrieved from the disk and are thus more costly to process.

The previous example is characteristic of several common transformations that

take place in an active ETL process, such as duplicate detection or identification

of newly inserted tuples. Essentially, this join operations: S onC R is identified

as a core operation, where S is the relation of source updates, R is a large, disk-

resident, warehouse relation, and the join condition C depends on the semantics of

the transformation. An active warehouse requires the evaluation of this expression

on-line, that is, as the tuples of S are streamed from the operational sources, in

order to ensure that the updates are propagated in a timely fashion. The major
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Figure 4.4: Surrogate key generation

challenge, of course, is handling the fast arrival rate of S tuples relative to the slow

I/O access of R. Moreover, the join algorithm must operate under limited memory

since the enclosing transformation is chained to other transformations that are also

executed concurrently (and in the same pipelined fashion).

MESHJOIN Motivated by the above observations, MESHJOIN [43] was intro-

duced as a specialised join algorithm that joins fast update stream S with a large

disk resident relation R under the assumption of limited memory. MESHJOIN relies

on two basic techniques to increase the efficiency of the necessary disk accesses:

• It accesses R solely through fast sequential scans

• It amortises the cost of I/O operations over a large number of stream tuples

To further explain MESHJOIN we use a simplified example (see [43] for more de-

tails). Assume that R contains 2 pages (p1 and p2 ) and that the join algorithm has

enough memory to store a window of the 2 most recent tuples of the stream. The

operation of the algorithm at different time instants is shown in Figure 4.5.

• At time t = 0, the algorithm reads in the first stream tuple s1 and the first

page p1 and joins them in memory.

• At time t = 1, the algorithm brings in memory the second stream tuple s2

and the second page p2. Note that, at this point, page p2 is joined with two

stream tuples; moreover, stream tuple s1 has been joined with all the relation

and can be discarded from memory.
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Figure 4.5: Operation of MESHJOIN

• At time t = 2, the algorithm accesses again both inputs in tandem and updates

the in-memory tuples of R and S. More precisely, it resumes the scan of the

relation and brings in page p1, and simultaneously replaces tuple s1 with the

next stream tuple s3. Page p1 is thus joined with s2 and s3, and tuple s2 is

discarded as it has been joined to the whole relation.

The previous example demonstrates the crux behind the MESHJOIN algorithm:

the two inputs are accessed continuously and meshed together to generate the results.

MESHJOIN performs a cyclic scan of relation R and joins its tuples with a sliding

window over S. The idea is that a stream tuple enters the window when it arrives

and is expired from the window after it has been probed with every tuple in R.

Shortcomings of MESHJOIN The biggest issue that makes the usage of

MESHJOIN inadequate for the SRJ problem is that MESHJOIN outputs the result

once the tuples are joined against all the pages in memory, therefore MESHJOIN

does not maintain an order among its produced results and ordering is crucial in

stream data processing environments. Moreover, MESHJOIN assumes that S and R

are both located within the framework, therefore the algorithm has unlimited access

to the lookup table in terms of size of the data MESHJOIN reads into its buffer.
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The later assumption may not be held where the third party owns the lookup table

and might enforce restriction on the amount of the data that can be queried.

There are other related works that extended MESHJOIN by using a caching or

taking advantage of available index on the relation. For example, [44], proposed the

Semi-Streaming Index Join (SSIJ) algorithm that maximises the throughput of the

join by buffering stream tuples and then judiciously selecting how to best amortise

expensive disk seeks for blocks of the stored relation among a large number of stream

tuples. The relation blocks required for joining with the stream are loaded from the

disk based on an optimal plan. In order to maximise the utilisation of the available

memory space for performing the join, our technique incorporates a simple but

effective cache replacement policy for managing the retrieved blocks of the relation.

Also they build a kind of B+tree on the join attribute of the relation R. SSIJ,

similar to MESHJOIN, does not consider the ordering among the results. Moreover,

implicit in the SSIJ algorithm is that we have full access to R so that we can build

index on the join attribute; however, this assumption might be held when the third

parties own and enforce restriction on data.

4.3 Our Approach

Motivated by the shortcomings of federation and tuple-by-tuple approaches, we

propose a new generic SRJ operator based on the combination of batching and

out-of-order processing that efficiently processes SRJ queries regardless of the cache

performance. Out-of-order processing processes the hit tuples as they arrive while it

waits for the cache misses to be processed. In batching, rather than sending tuples

one-by-one we send the tuples as a batch. Our approach thoroughly addresses

the issues of disordering and defining the optimal batch size arising from out-of-

order processing and batching respectively. Our operator, as Figure 4.6 depicts,

introduces a new processing paradigm using a form of intra-operator parallelism

[45] that divides the incoming data into hit and cache misses using two different

threads (out-of-order and batch threads) to process hit tuples and cache misses

separately. Inspired by out-of-order execution in high-performance microprocessors

that use a queue to decouple dispatch stage from the execution stage [46], we also

use a waiting queue to decouple tuple admission from tuple execution performed by

an out-of-order thread and batch thread respectively. Our design consideration for

the proposed operator was generality, therefore, our operator manifests itself as a

user-defined operator. This makes the usability of our operator very easy so SPEs
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can use our operator with minimal change.

Before describing the details of our operator, the next section discusses the pre-

liminaries and formally defines the SRJ problem.

4.3.1 Preliminaries and Problem Definition

The problem we address is the joining of a stream of fast coming data inside an

SPE with a relation residing on a local or remote database that is accessible using a

standard interface (e.g. JDBC/ODBC). More formally, let S be the infinite stream

of incoming tuples and R be a table inside the database. We consider S onC R

where C is an equality condition over the common attribute of S and R. For ease

of reference, the notation used in this chapter is summarised in Table 4.1.

Given our approach is complementary to the performance of cache, we do not

make any assumptions on the distribution of data on S. In order to comply with the

real-life scenarios where the databases are often hidden behind the curtain and held

by the third parties, we also make no assumption about the physical characteristics

of R, for example, the existence of indices or its data distribution, except that it is

too large to fit in the cache. In order to prevent the cache consistency problem, we

assume that R is static or the frequency of its update is known in advance so that it

can be considered in the caching algorithm, for instance, set the TTL value to the

frequency of the update. In this thesis, in order to calculate the amount of disorder

caused by out-of-order processing as well as the optimal batch size, we assume the

interval between the two consecutive tuples (I) and the cost of processing database

requests are constant (Cmiss). However, in real life scenarios, the input rate may

fluctuate in streaming applications (e.g. click stream processing during the peak

hours) and the cost of processing a database request might vary (e.g. state of

the buffer inside the database, or connection speed in the case of remote database

access). In these cases, we always consider the maximum value for both I and Cmiss.

4.3.2 The New SRJ Operator’s Internal

Before describing the details of our operator, we explain the key idea by using a

simplified example. Figure 4.6 shows a snapshot of our operator at time t. Here, the

input stream carrying tuple id (tid) is joined with a relation (DescTable) to enrich

input stream with descriptive information (Desc) about that tuple. The out-of-order

thread receives t1 and t2, then considering the content of cache at this time (cache
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Symbol Description

S Streaming relation
R Disk-resident relation
I Interval between two consecutive

tuples
Cmiss Cost of processing a cache miss
Cbatch Cost of processing a batch

Gaintuple−by−tuplebatching Gain from batch processing over
tuple-by-tuple

Ltuple−by−tuple(i) Latency of processing tuples us-
ing tuple-by-tuple where i is the
position of cache misses in the
batch

Lbatch Latency of the ith tuple inside the
batch

n Number of batches in the waiting
queue

k Batch size
r Ratio of processing cost for tuple-

by-tuple over batch processing
MaximumSD Maximum scrambling distance
Orderconstraint Order constraint enforced by end-

user or application
Slide(β) Slide size
Slack(size) Assumed maximum amount of

disorder (number of tuple(s) or
time) allowed at the operator
level supported in some SPEs

Table 4.1: Main symbols used

contains t3, t2 and t3), the tuples are added to the waiting queue to be processed

by the batch thread later. Note that the waiting queue is a blocking queue that

blocks if a batch thread tries to dequeue from it when the queue is empty, or if

an out-of-order thread tries to enqueue items to it when the queue is already full.

The batch thread dequeues t1 and t2 into a batch of size 2 which we assume to be

the optimal batch size (see Section 4.3.2.2 for more detail on optimal batch size).

While a batch thread is waiting for the result of the batch query, out-of-order thread

processes t3, t4 and t5. Here, we assume that the consumer of our operator is not

sensitive to the disorder generated from the out-of-order processing.
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Figure 4.6: SRJ operator

4.3.2.1 Out-of-order Processing

The combination of multi-threading and the queue, as illustrated earlier in Fig-

ure 4.6, allows out-of-order processing of hit tuples while the batch thread process

the cache missses. The out-of-order thread is the pivotal point for managing the

incoming stream where tuples are carried by the operator’s input stream. This

thread replaces the main thread of execution originally used by the conventional

SRJ operators. The idea of using out-of-order processing to use the idle time of the

operator to process hit tuples was motivated by out-of-order execution in modern

CPUs [46]. Out-of-order execution (OoOE or OOE) is a paradigm used in most

high-performance microprocessors to make use of instruction cycles that would oth-

erwise be wasted by a certain type of costly delay. In this paradigm, a processor

executes instructions in an order governed by the availability of input data, rather

than by their original order in a program. In doing so, the processor can avoid being

idle while data is retrieved for the next instruction in a program, processing instead

the next instructions which are able to run immediately.

Before explaining the details of the out-of-order processing algorithm and how

we deal with disordering, it is necessary to measure the amount of disorder. We use

scrambling distance [47] to measure the distance (number of tuples) that a tuple in

the result stream has deviated from its original position as the result of out-of-order
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Algorithm 1: Out-of-order Processing

Input: Stream S, Orderconstraint, I, Cbatch
Output: Result (S onC R)

1 tp ← S.next();
2 while tp 6= null do
3 TotalTuples← TotalTuples+ +;
4 /* Counts the number of tuples has been entered to the

join operator. */

5 WindowRunner ← WindowRunner + 1;
6 /* WindowRunner is to move along the window. */

7 if Mod(TotalTuples, Orderconstraint) == 0 then
8 WindowRunner ← 0;

9 MaximumSD ← CalMaxSD(Cbatch, I);
10 /* CalMaxSD() calculates the maximum scrambling distance.

*/

11 if tp is hit and MaximumSD < Orderconstraint−WindowRunner then
12 result← ProcessOutOfOrder(t);
13 /* ProcessOutOfOrder() processes the hit tuple

immediately. */

14 Result← Result+ result;

15 else if Tp is cache miss then
16 WaitingQueue.add(tp);

17 else
18 WaitingQueue.add(tp, cache content);

19 tp ← S.next();

processing. More formally it is defined as follows:

Definition 8 (Scrambling Distance) Assume having an ordered stream that con-

strains on attribute A of a stream S that specifies the value of A in any tuple s ∈ S
will be no less than the value of A in any tuple that arrived before s. For a pair of

tuples s1, s2 ∈ S with s1.A > s2.A (supposed to be s1.A < s2.A), their scrambling

distance (SD) over attribute A is defined as the number of S tuples that arrive after

s1 and up to s2 (including s2).

More than one pair of tuples could be affected by out-of-order processing, there-

fore, we use the maximum scrambling distance of the pair with the longest shift. For

example, as Figure 4.6 shows, assuming I=1 second and to process a batch of size 2

takes 4 seconds, here t2 is deviated 3 tuples from its original place (SD=3) whereas

the longest shift is for t1 with 4 tuples (SD=4) which is equal to the batch processing

time divided by I. Hence, the maximum scrambling distance is equal to the time
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needed to process all the batches in the waiting queue divided by the interval rate

between the two consecutive tuples (I) where n is the number of batches:

MaximumSD =

n∑
i=0

Cbatch(i)

I

Note that depending on the optimal batch size and the distribution of hit tuples,

batches may have different sizes (see Section 4.3.2.2 for more detail on the batching

algorithm).

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of out-of-order processing. In each iteration,

out-of-order threads read a new tuple (tp) of stream S (Line 1). It processes the hit

tuple right away if the amount of disorder (MaximumSD) generated as the result of

out-of-order processing was within the range of order constraint (line 11), otherwise

it adds the tuple to the waiting queue (line 16). A hit tuple not processed by the

out-of-order thread we call a pinned tuple. For pinned tuples, we add the content

of its cache line to the waiting queue to ensure we have access to cache content of

the tuple even if the tuple is evicted while it is waiting to be processed. Pinning

the cache is an alternative approach for these tuples given we do not make any

assumptions on the cache implementation.

Order Constraint Contrary to the conventional stream data processing ap-

proach, which has zero tolerance towards disordering, our approach is based on the

fact that we let the disordering happen within an ordering constraint as long as it

does not affect the final result. In other words, we relax the ordering constraint to

the extent that, from a consumer’s point of view, nothing has changed. Therefore,

the interpretation of order constraint is dependent on the consumer or consumers of

our operator. There are three different scenarios can occur based on the consumer or

consumers of our operator. First, when the result of the SRJ operator is fed directly

to application or end-users. Second, the result of the SRJ operator is fed into a op-

erator or operators with tuples-based windowing construct. A tuple-based window

is a form of window construction in which the size of the window is determined by

the number of tuples in it. Finally, when the SRJ operator feeds the operator or

operator with time-based windowing construct where the size of the window is de-

fined within a time frame (See Section 2.1.3 for a more formal definition of different

types of windows). The following sections explain these scenarios in details:

• SRJ feeds application or end-users: This is a simple case and can happen

when our SRJ operator is at the end of the chain of operators (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: SRJ operator to end-user or application

Figure 4.8: SRJ operator to operator with tumbling window construct

In real life scenarios, this case manifests itself as output stream enrichment

[48], that is, the output stream is joined with additional information from a

static table inside the database. This might allow further analytics on the

stream, or just create a richer context for a report. In this case we only have

to consider the order constraints enforced by the application or the end-user

and guarantee the amount of disorder generated as the result of out-of-order

processing is less than the order constraint (MaximumSD < Orderconstraint).

• SRJ feeds operator(s) with tuple-based windowing construct: This

is when our operator is placed either at the beginning (input stream enrich-

ment) or somewhere along the chain of operators. Operators with tuple-based

windowing construct might receive the outputs of our operator either directly

or through other order-agnostic operators (e.g. filter) along the chain of oper-

ators. In both cases, disordering might cause result anomalies as out-of-order

tuples might end up in different windows than they originally belonged to.

However, if disordering among the tuples happens within the boundary of a

window, we can argue that disordering is tolerated. Note that we assume

the result reporting strategy of the SPE is window-closed (see Section 2.2.2.3

for more details). This is to prevent the downstream being exposed to the

out-of-order tuples while the window is open.
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Figure 4.9: SRJ operator to operator with sliding window construct

Figure 4.10: SRJ operator to operators with sliding and tumbling window constructs

The value of order constraint we set depends on the windowing strategy (e.g.

tumbling or sliding) of the downstream operator or operators. Figure 4.8 shows

the results when our SRJ operator is fed to an operator with tumbling window

construct (having the slide value greater or equal to the window size), implying

that at each point in time there is only one open window. In this case, and

in order to make sure the amount of disorder is within the boundary of the

window, we define the order constraint relative to the slide size of the window

(number of tuples), where Slide(β) is the slide of the tumbling window:

Orderconstraint = Slide(β)

As Algorithm 1 shows, we also define a variable (WindowRunner) that moves
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Figure 4.11: Interpretation of order constraint inside a window

along the window (Line 5) and is reset to the beginning of the window when it

reaches the slide size (Line 7 and 8). Figure 4.11 illustrates a scenario where

the results of the SRJ operator feed into a tumbling window of size 10, where

5 tuples are already in the window (WindowRunner=5), therefore the actual

order constraint is also 5.

There are cases where the results of an SRJ operator are fed to more than one

open window at a time. This happens when the downstream operator uses a

sliding window (having the slide value greater than the minimum window unit,

but less than the window size) (Figure 4.9) or as Figure 4.10 depicts, when

the results of the SRJ operator are fed into more operators with windowing

constructs. In these cases, we can limit the amount of disorder by setting the

order constraint value to the minimum slide size of the downstream operator

or operators with windowing construct:

Orderconstraint = Min(Slide(β1), ..., Slide(βn))

The worste case scenario is when the slide size is one; here the amount of

tolerable disorder is zero. However, in real-life scenarios, and more specifically

in monitoring applications, slide size representing periodicity of the result de-

livery is much bigger than one and if conceptualised as a unit of time could be

hourly, daily or even on a longer basis [49].

• SRJ feeds operator(s) with time-based windowing construct: Even

though transforming a tuple-based window to a time-based window when the

input rate is constant is straightforward (size of time-based window * input

rate = size of tuple-based window), not all the arguments from the tuple-based

window are necessarily true when dealing with a time-based window. Deal-

ing with disorder in a time-based window poses more complicated challenges
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than a tuple-based window because disorder among the tuples, even within

the boundary of a window, might affect the window construction and conse-

quently the final result. As we explained in our previous work [9], SPEs use

either application time (e.g. Microsoft StreamInsight [5]) or system time (e.g.

StreamBase) to construct their time-based windows. In a system-time-based

window, windows are constructed based on the system time when the tuples

hit each window-based operator. This means when out-of-order tuples enter

the next window-based operator or operators, tuples are ordered based on the

time they arrive at the operator or operators. For this type of time-based

window all the arguments from the previous section (tuple-based window) are

valid. For this case and as we discussed, only limiting the amount of disorder

within the boundary of the downstream window or windows, we can guarantee

no result anomalies among the results of our operator.

On the other hand, the application-time-based window advances its time based

on the incoming tuples, that is, opening and closing the window based on the

application timestamps. Therefore disorder among the results even within

the boundary of the window might cause result anomalies. Fortunately, most

of the SPEs today have a mechanism to deal with disordering at operator

level by allowing a specified amount of tuples or time units for disordering.

To do so a buffer space is used to buffer the incoming data and reorder any

out-of-order data that arrives within that period before the data is processed.

For instance, StreamBase supports TIMEOUT, Coral8 supports MAXDELAY

and STREAM [26] supports heartbeats [50]. Besides, restricting the order con-

straint, to prevent result anomalies in the slide size of downstream windowed-

operator or operators, the downstream operator must set its slack value (tuple

or time) to the amount of order constraint:

Slack(size) = Orderconstraint

Dealing with Disorder Using Punctuations Dealing with disorder for SPEs

using application-time-based window construction also poses significant performance

penalties using existing approaches (e.g. heartbeat). Particularly for memory con-

sumption as these SPEs buffering input stream in order to reorder. There have been

recent attempts to create more order-agnostic SPEs that frees stream systems from

the burden of order maintenance by using explicit stream progress indicators, such

as punctuation to unblock and purge operators (e.g. Microsoft StreamInsight [5]).

Punctuations are extra control items inserted into streams to convey information
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Figure 4.12: Punctuation injection for tumbling window

about the progress of the stream [51]. In order to be faithful to our design consid-

eration -generality- our operator must be able to inject the necessary punctuations

so that the downstream operator(s) can deal with the disorder using these punctua-

tions. These punctuations can define the lower and upper-bound size of downstream

window without relying on application time. A punctuation p can be thought of as

a predicate indicating that any data item t satisfying p has already been received.

In our case where the amount of disorder was created as the result of out-of-order

processing of our operator, we know exactly when and how much out-of-orderness,

therefore we can simply inject necessary punctuations into the result stream.

Here, we use two simple examples to explain how punctuations can control dis-

ordering. These two examples are representative of cases where the SRJ operator

feeds queries with windowing construct. We first show an example of the case where

the result of our SRJ operator feeds another operator with tumbling window Figure

4.12 shows the cache content and the batch of size 2 at time t. We maintain the

order of input stream by keeping their timestamps. As we know when and where we

have the disorder (time to process batch takes 2ms) we can inject the punctuation

in to the stream so that SPE can advance its internal clock. Here the size of window

is 5ms, the input rate is 1ms and the cache at time t holds tuple t1, t3, and t5.

The second example is the case where the result of the SRJ operator feeds an-

other operator with sliding window. To coordinate the result reporting among the

windows, injecting punctuation in a similar way to the previous case would coordi-

nate result reporting among the opened windows. Figure 4.13 shows an example of

sliding window of size 3msec with slide of 1msec. The cache content at time t holds
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Figure 4.13: Punctuation injection for sliding window

tuple t1, t3, t4, and t5. Here to make the case easier we assumed that the batch size

is 1.

Please note that here we only show to the case for a time-based window, but as we

explained before having the assumption that the input rate is constant, time-based

window can be transformed into a tuple-based window.

4.3.2.2 Batching

The batch thread in our operator is responsible for processing cache misses, hit and

pinned tuples from the waiting queue. Cache misses are processed in the form batch

and instead of sending individual queries for every cache miss to the database, we

collect cache misses before rewriting the query to include all the key values using

OR conditions. As shown in Figure 4.6, rather than sending two individual queries

for every tid, we rewrite the query and send one query including t1 and t2. After

receiving the results of the batch query, we map the batch query from the database

with tuples to produce results and update the cache.

At this point a natural question arises: What is the optimal batch size? We

define the optimal batch size to maximise our gain from batch processing using a

tuple-by-tuple approach. Gaintuple−by−tuplebatching is the subtraction between the average

latency for processing cache misses using a tuple-by-tuple approach and processing
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cache misses in the form of a batch. To define the optimal batch size, we adjust the

size of the batch (k where k ≥ 1) so our gain from batch processing is maximised:

Max(

k∑
i=1

Ltuple−by−tuple(i)

k
−

k∑
i=1

Lbatch(i)

k
)

Here Ltuple−by−tuple(i) is the latency of processing tuples using a tuple-by-tuple ap-

proach where i is the position of cache misses in the batch, and Cmiss is the cost of

processing a cache miss:

i ∗ Cmiss − (i− 1) ∗ I

Lbatch(i) is the latency of the ith tuple inside the batch made up of two components.

The first component is the time a tuple stays in the batch, waiting for the batch to

fill up and, the second component is the time it takes to process a batch:

(k − i) ∗ I + Cbatch

Replacing Cbatch with (k ∗ Cmiss)/r where r is the ratio of k ∗ Cmiss to Cbatch, we
have:

Max(

k∑
i=1

i ∗ Cmiss − ((i− 1) ∗ I)

k
−

k∑
i=1

(k − i) ∗ I + (k ∗ Cmiss/r)

k
)

Simplifying the above equation, the following formula defines the optimal batch

size using our approach:

Max(
(k + 1) ∗ Cmiss

2
− k ∗ Cmiss

r
− k ∗ I)

Here we assume that Cmiss and I are constant during the query execution, and the

value of I is smaller than Cmiss. Otherwise, if I is larger than the time it takes to

process a single cache miss, increasing the batch size beyond one will increase the

average tuple delay. Applying these, the above formula suggests that the optimal

batch size depends on the value of r. The value of r itself is heavily dependent

on the data distribution; the type and existence of index on the join attribute; the

state of the buffer inside the database; and the cost of establishing the connection.

In reality r can be obtained after the system enters “steady state” (e.g. cache is

warmed up). The formula outlines that if the value of r remains constant with

an increasing value of k, then it is always the smallest batch size that gives us the

maximum gain. Alternatively, if the value of r increases when k increases, the bigger

the batch size gets, the more gain is achieved from batch processing. In reality the
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first scenario can occur when the communication cost is negligible (e.g. database

location is local) and the join attribute is indexed means regardless of the batch

size, the batch processing cost is effectively constant. On the other hand when

the communication cost is high or the joint attribute is not indexed, the gain from

batch processing increases by increasing the size of batch. In reality though the

batch size can not grow indefinitely because it might violate the expected QoS. Our

experiments in Section 4.4.2.1 support our argument on the optimal batch size.

Algorithm 2: Batching

Input: WaitingQueue, k
Output: Result (S onC R)

1 tp ← WaitingQueue.poll();
2 while tp 6= tEndofStream do
3 if tp is hit or pinned tuple then
4 if batch 6= null then
5 result← ProcessBatch(batch);
6 /* ProcessBatch() processes batch query.*/

7 batch← null;
8 Result← Result+ result;

9 result← Process(tp);
10 /* Process() processes the hit or pinned tuple. */

11 Result← Result+ result;

12 else
13 batch← batch+ tp;
14 if Batch Size == k then
15 result← ProcessBatch(batch);
16 batch← null;
17 Result← Result+ result;

18 tp ← WaitingQueue.poll();

Within our operator, as Algorithm 2 shows, the batch thread reads and processes

the cache miss, hit and pinned tuples from the waiting queue. The batching thread

admits as many cache misses from the waiting queue until it reaches the optimal

size (Line 12 - 16) or it closes the batch if it receives a hit or pinned tuple (Line 3

- 10). Therefore, depending on the distribution of hit and cache misses the batches

may be different sizes.
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4.4 Experiments

To prove the superiority of our approach in this chapter we conducted an extensive

experimental study and compared it with the existing state-of-the-art tuple-by-tuple

approach. Both synthetic and real-life data sets are used with a number of varied

parameters.

4.4.1 Methodology

At first we describe the major components of our experimental methodology includ-

ing the evaluation metric, data sets and join processing techniques.

4.4.1.1 Evaluation Metric

The throughput rate is a raw performance metric indicating how many stream tuples

can be processed in the time unit. To measure the throughput rate for both tuple-

by-tuple and our approach we use a constant input rate for the stream tuples during

a run and try executing the join using both approaches for the generated stream.

The reported numbers indicate the maximum rate that each approach can handle,

by repeating the experiment with gradually increasing input rate, without memory

overflow.

4.4.1.2 Data Sets

We evaluate the performance of our approach on synthetic and real-life data of

varying characteristics. A detailed description of the synthetic and real-life data

sets is presented below.

- Synthetic Data. Table 4.2 summarises the characteristics of the synthetic

data sets that we used in our experiments. We assume that the relation (R1 or

R2) joins with S on a single integer-typed attribute and that the join attribute

values of the relation follow a uniform distribution. For the stream, the join

attribute follow a Zipf distribution. We present results for several skew values,

varying from 0 (corresponding to a uniform distribution) to high skew values

(skewed join values). Then to see the effect of optimal batch size, we used two

different relations: R1 and R2 where R1 has an index on the join attribute.
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Parameter Default Value

Index used on Relation R1 Primary index
Key value distribution: R1 and R2 Uniform
Key value distribution in S Zipfian 0-1
Join key domain size, R1 and R2 Integer [1, 10 106]
Join key domain size on S Integer [1, 10 106]
Number of stream tuples 20M
Number of distinct values on S 2M
Number of relation tuples: R1 and R2 10M
Size of Relation: R1 and R2 15GB

Table 4.2: Data set characteristics

- Weather Data. For our real-life dataset experiments, we used weather data

available at [52] which consists of cloud measurements organised by months and

collected over several years by thousands of sensors located all over the globe, in

land and water. The data sets contain measurements such as the year, month, day,

and time the reading was taken, as well as the location of the sensor, the brightness

of the sky, cloud cover, solar altitude and more. For our experiment we created

the disk resident relation by combing the data corresponding to the months April

and August while stream data was extracted by combing data files from December

between 1981 and 1991. The disk relation contained 20 million tuples, while the

streaming relation contained 6 million tuples. The tuple in both the disk based

relation and the stream were 128 bytes long. The attributes of interest were the

combination of longitude and latitude, chosen as the join attribute, and the tuples

from the stream were enriched with the location of the sensor if they correspond to

the same longitude and latitude.

- TPC-H. We also experimented using a TPC-H data set [53] that we created

using a scale factor of 100. TPC-H is a widely used decision support benchmark.

Table Part describes product specification and table LineItem contains order details.

In table LineItem there is an entry corresponding to each product included in every

order and in the Part table there are 20 million rows of data. We used the Part

relation as the disk resident relation, which the first 10 million rows of the LineItem

relation was used as streaming data. Here, we assumed a scenario where the stream

data is joined with the relation to enrich the sales data with the product description,

for each product, before reporting it to the shop manager.
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4.4.1.3 Join Processing Techniques

As mentioned at the beginning (Figure 4.2), we abstract a case of enriching an output

stream with static information residing on a database accessible via standard JDBC.

Then we consider two stream-relation join processing techniques in our experiments.

- Our Approach. We completed a prototype implementation of our approach

simulating the behaviour of a user-defined stream-relation join operator. As depicted

in Figure 4.6, this prototype receives an input stream and produces an enriched

output stream by accessing a relation residing on MySQL database. Our prototype

uses an off-the-shelf Java implementation of a cache [54] that maintains its content

using a LRU (Least Recently Used) policy.

- Tuple-by-tuple Approach. To replicate a fair comparison with our ap-

proach, rather than using a real SPE which may use a different set up (e.g. cache

implementation), we implemented a module that simulates the general behaviour

of today’s SPEs for SRJ processing. As suggested by Figure 4.2, this module uses

only one thread to read the input stream, which upon arrival of a new tuple sends

a query to the database, and blocks processes for the following tuples while waiting

for the result of the query. Similar to our approach, this module enriches the output

stream by accessing MySQL database and uses the same Java implementation of

LRU cache [54].

To show how our simulator actually simulates a real commercial SPE, we ran

a set of experiments comparing the achieved throughput of our simulator with an

open source commercial SPE (Esper [4]). In this set of experiments, we used the

synthetic data with uniform distribution (skew=0), and indexed table R1 was used

as our relation. The cache maintenance policy of the commercial SPE was set to LRU

and the communication with local database was optimised (e.g. using a connection

pool). Figure 4.14 shows that the achieved throughput for the commercial SPE to

be similar to our simulator.

4.4.1.4 Experimental Platform

We have performed our experiments on a personal computer with an Intel Core

i5 processor clocked at 2.80GHz and with 4GB of memory running Ubunto 11.04.

The code for both approaches was compiled using JDK 1.7. All the I/O operations

on the disk resident relation, for both approaches, are performed using raw I/O in

order to bypass the operating system buffering. Further, as our approach makes no

assumption on the state and the size of the database buffer, the size of the buffer in
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Figure 4.14: SRJ processing in commercial vs our SRJ module

our database is set to the default value of MySQL version 5.1.63 which is 8MB. All

the tables in our experiments were created on a MyISAM storage engine.

4.4.2 Experimental Results

Here we report the major findings from our experimental study from the follow-

ing experiments: a validation of optimal batch size for our approach; a sensitivity

analysis of the performance of our operator; and an evaluation of our approach on

real-life data sets.

4.4.2.1 Validation of Optimal Batch Size

Our first set of experiments was aimed at studying the behaviour of optimal batch

sizes. We validated our optimal batch size formula presented in Section 4.3.2.2 for

the following cases: where the join attribute is indexed; where the join attribute is

not indexed; and where the indexed relation is located on a remote site (Amazon

EC2) meaning the communication cost is high. Using the tuple-by-tuple approach

as our baseline, we apply a synthetic data set with uniform distribution (skew=0),

unlimited order constraint, cache containing 50% (1000000) distinct values on the

stream S, and we vary the batch size for all the three cases.
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Figure 4.15: Optimal batch size for indexed table (R1)

Figure 4.15 depicts the optimal batch size when the join attribute is indexed (R1).

As the result demonstrates, the optimal batch size for this case is 30. Increasing the

batch size beyond 30 causes the throughput to decrease. This is because the value

of r remains constant for batch sizes bigger than 30 and therefore according to the

formula, it is always the smallest batch size that gives us the maximum throughput.

On the other hand, Figure 4.16 shows that when the join attribute is not indexed

(R2), the bigger the batch size gets, the more gain we have from batch processing.

However, the throughput remains constant after k = 4000 since the consecutive

number of cache misses is not enough for the cache hit ratio. We repeated the same

experiments for a lower hit ratio (10%), and the throughput increases for higher

batch sizes up to k = 7000 and remains constant after this value.

Figure 4.17 depicts the scenario when the join attribute is indexed but the

database containing R1 is located on the Amazon EC2 cloud resulting a high com-

munication cost. We used an M1 Small Instance on Amazon EC2 which has almost

the same specification as our local platform (4GB main memory and 2 EC2 Compute

Unit) and runs the same version of MySQL (5.1.63). In this case, and similar to

Figure 4.16, the bigger batch size increases the throughput which remains constant

after k = 4000 and k = 7000 for hit ratios of 50% and 10% respectively.

In addition to the validation of optimal batch size, the above results also reveal
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Figure 4.16: Optimal batch size for the table without index

that our approach performs better when the database access cost is higher (table

is not indexed or high communication cost). Figure 4.17 shows that our approach

gains greater throughput up to a factor of 11 than the 5 and 3 for table with no

index and indexed table respectively.

4.4.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

We examine the performance of our approach related to three parameters of interest,

namely: the skew of the join attribute, cache size and order constraint. We use

synthetic data sets and compare our evaluation metric (throughput) to the baseline

tuple-by-tuple approach. Note that from this point on, we only use R1 (indexed

table) located on the local machine as the relation for our experiments.

Varying skew. In this experiment, we vary the skew of the zipfian distribution

of the join attribute values that appear in the streaming relation from 0 (uniform

distribution) up to the high skew value of 1. Cache size, order constraint, and batch

size are set to 50% (1000000) and unlimited, k = 30 (optimal).

Figure 4.18 shows that the gain from our approach increases with higher skew.

The reason for the better performance of our approach is because the effect of batch

and out-of-order processing increases when the cache performs better with higher
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Figure 4.17: Optimal batch size for the indexed table (R1) located on Amazon EC2
cloud

skew data (less number of cache misses).

Varying cache size. At this stage we only considered the fix memory allocation

between cache and the waiting queue. This set of experiments, only varies the cache

size while the total amount of memory is constant (1% of the relation size). We

repeat the previous experiment but vary the cache size from 10% to 90% of the

number of distinct values on stream S.

When the cache size is 90% as indicated by Figure 4.19, it is the best case

that achieves up to 3 times throughput compared to the tuple-by-tuple approach.

To demonstrate the individual effect of batching and out-of-order processing in our

operator, we ran another set of experiments where the amount of gain from batching

(order constraint=0) and out-of-order processing (k = 1) are compared to a tuple-

by-tuple approach on uniform data (skew=0) over varying cache sizes. As expected

Figure 4.20 depicts that when the cache hit ratios is less 70% (more cache misses) we

gain more from using batch processing while for a higher cache hit ratio (more hit

tuples) out-of-order processing performs better. Out-of-order processing performs

better than batching until a 99% hit ratio is reached where there is a spike in batch

processing performance. This is because batch processing helps to process cold

misses (when cache was empty) and after that neither batch processing nor out-of-
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Figure 4.18: Throughput vs skew

order processing helps to improve the performance because there are very few cache

misses for such a high hit ratio. As suggested by Figure 4.19, at a 90% cache hit

ratio batch and out-of-order processing reach their optimum (or cross each other in

Figure 4.20).

Varying order constraint. We demonstrate the effect of order constraint using

a scenario where the output stream from our operator is fed into another query with

a windowing construct. The amount of order constraint represents the slide size of

the window. In this experiment we fixed the cache size, batch size and data skew to

50%, 30 and 0 respectively, while the order constraint varied from 0 to 120 seconds.

The result in Figure 4.21 shows the throughput increase when the order con-

straint decreases, indicated by fewer tuples being processed by the out-of-order

thread. Also depicted in Figure 4.21, is when an increase in the order constraint

is beyond 100 seconds it does not affect the average latency. This shows that in

real-life scenarios where the size of windows is much bigger than 100 seconds, the

ordering constraint does not limit the usage of out-of-order processing.
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Figure 4.19: Throughput vs cache size

4.4.2.3 Performance Results on real-life data sets

As a final experiment, we conducted an evaluation of our approach on both weather

and TPC-H data sets. We varied the cache size from 10% to 90% of the distinct

values on the stream. We assumed that there was no order constraint, and again,

we compared our approach to the tuple-by-tuple approach using the throughput as

our evaluation metric. Figure 4.22 plots the throughput of our approach and the

tuple-by-tuple approach on the weather and TPC-H data as a function of cache

size. Similar to our experiments on synthetic data, our approach achieves a higher

throughput and outperforms the tuple-by-tuple approach.

The key findings of our experiments can be summarised as follows: (1) Our

results support the presented optimal batching formula; (2) The throughput for

both synthetic and real-life data sets increases with an increased hit ratio as a result

of increasing the amount memory dedicated to the cache and data skewness; (3) The

gain from batch processing is higher when the hit ratio is lower while out-of-order

processing dominates the gain when the hit ratio is high, and the best performance

of our approach is when hit ratio is around 70% (4) The throughput increases as

the result of increasing the amount of order constraint.
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Figure 4.20: Throughput vs batching and out-of-order processing
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Figure 4.21: Throughput vs order constraint
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Figure 4.22: Throughput vs cache size
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4.5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we have considered our second solution to the SRJ problem of join-

ing fast arriving streams of data with disk-based relations accessed via standard

ODBC/JDBC. We have proposed a novel join operator that functions under a mini-

mum number of assumptions about the stream, the relation and the performance of

the cache. The main design consideration of our operator is that it is generic enough

so that SPEs can incorporate it without making many changes. As a result, the cost

of incorporating this new operator into other SPEs is minimal. Our operator uses

a form of intra-operator parallelism to allow batching and out-of-order processing

that facilitates SRJ processing. We defined an optimal batch size under different

circumstances as well as thoroughly addressing cases where the out-of-order process-

ing is causing out-of-orderness and have proposed solutions to deal with it. Finally,

we have validated our proposal through experimental studies that demonstrate our

operator’s flexibility by varying different parameters for a variety of synthetic and

real-life datasets.

4.5.1 Using SRJ Operator in Commercial SPEs

Given one of the main goals of our approach is generality, incorporating our SRJ

operator to a commercial SPE comes naturally as a future direction for this work.

Here, we provide a general guideline on the important features of a commercial SPE

that a user must consider before incorporating the SRJ operator. Please note that

the guideline we provide is general and does not refer to a particular SPE, therefore

some of the items below might not be valid for some SPEs.

1. Make sure that the SPE supports User-Defined Operators (UDO)2 (e.g. [55])

2. Given our approach relies on the cache being inside our operator, we need to

deactivate the cache (if it has one) inside the SPE. We also have to make sure

that the SPE’s query parser should bypass the SRJ queries and let our SRJ

operator process the SRJ queries. This is the only change that users have to

make to the SPE’s kernel.

3. Find out more about how an SPE interacts with a new user-defined stream

operator. More specifically, how the SPE sends tuples to the operator as an

input and receives tuples as the operator’s output. For example, some SPEs

2UDO is also may be called User-Defined Function (UDF) in some SPEs
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send the tuples to the UDO regardless of request from the UDO while others

wait for the UDO to request the next tuple.

4. Find out more about how the SPE handles time in the UDO. For example,

in MS StreamInsight [5] when you create a new user-defined stream opera-

tor, your code only has to process the payload of events. Time is handled

exclusively by MS StreamInsight. Input events are received in order. The

timestamp of each output event is based on the timestamp of the correspond-

ing input event. For example, if an edge end event triggers an output event,

then that output event receives the timestamp of the edge end event. Therefore

the operator can be influenced by time, but cannot control it.

5. Depending on how SPEs advance their internal clock: application or system

time handling of disorder may need consideration. In order to find such infor-

mation, we might be able to use an SPE’s documentation or SECRET (Section

2.2) which can also reveal information about the SPE.

6. In case where the SPE uses application time for window construction, we need

to handle disorder at the operator level. Therefore, we need to know how the

SPE deals with disorder at operator level (e.g. heartbeat or punctuations).

7. Preventing disordering within the window construct affects the down stream

operator, and we assumed that the result reporting strategy of the SPE is

window closed. Therefore we have to make sure that the SPE uses window

closed as its result reporting strategy otherwise we have to disable the out-of-

order processing functionality of our operator (Orderconstraint = 0) and rely on

batching only.

8. Our operator uses a form of parallelism (multi-threading therefore, we have

to make sure that the SPE allows multi-threading in UDO (e.g. IBM SPADE

[56]).

4.5.2 Dealing with High Input Rate

Even though our operator facilitates SRJ processing there might be cases where

the input rate is more than the operator’s throughput. In such a case we will end

up with a long queue increasing the latency and eventually memory outage. One

way to deal with this scenario is to randomly drop tuples or shed the load which

is called random drop [57, 58, 7] as opposed to semantic drops which drops tuples

with predicates (e.g. window aware load shedding [59, 39]).
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SPEs usually define drop operators to deal with load shedding, in our case and

in future work, we have to add this functionality to be able to semantically drop

tuples. In general, when we drop tuples either randomly or semantically we have an

approximate result. In our case where we consider the exact join answers we have to

investigate what would be the effect of load shedding on the join result. Generally

speaking, the load shedding process consists of these fundamental decisions [59]:

1. Determining when to shed load. The processing load of the query network

needs to be continuously evaluated. If it is overloaded, it should be detected

quickly. In our case we can raise an alarm when the size of our waiting queue

is larger than a threshold.

2. Determining where to shed load. Tuples can be dropped at any point in

the processing network. Obviously, dropping them early avoids wasting work;

however, because a stream can fanout to multiple streams, an early drop might

adversely affect too many applications.

3. Determining how much load to shed. Once we have determined where

to insert a drop operator, we must decide the magnitude of that drop. In

the case of a random drop, this involves deciding on the percentage of tuples

to drop. In the case of a semantic drop, we must decide the form of the

predicate. In our SRJ operator our predicate is a join and we also have to

consider the downstream operators that might have windowing construct. In

our load shedding algorithm we have to consider all these complications.

We believe that proposing a window-aware load shedding algorithm that can address

the above issues is a very challenging issue that we will peruse in our future work.

Window-aware load shedding is not new, for example in [59], Tatbul et al, proposed

a window-aware load shedding algorithm for aggregate queries which considers the

downstream operators with windowing construct. Figure 4.23, computes 3-minute

averages on its input in a tumbling window fashion. This Figure illustrates the drop

alternatives (where and how much) for a very simple aggregate function. At the

bottom of Figure 4.23 we have the Window Drop option. The Window Drop can be

placed before the average, and applies drops in units of windows. As a result, it can

achieve early load reduction without sacrificing the subset guarantee. Unlike [59],

for SRJ operator, we deal with join not aggregate. Moreover, we have to address

the effect of load shedding on disorder handling and batching.
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Figure 4.23: Drop alternatives for an aggregate
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Chapter 5

Cache Size Configuration

In this chapter we explain how to set an upper bound size for the cache used inside

the SRJ operator. We focus on a special case where the incoming stream data

exhibits temporal locality and employ a novel approach based on stack reuse distance

to define an appropriate upper bound for the cache size. The chapter commences by

outlining our motivation and discussing the shortcomings of the current commercial

SPEs to efficiently allocatable memory between their cache and the internal queues.

As part of this background we also explain stack reuse distance and how it can be

calculated as well as explaining pattern detection capabilities in commercial SPEs.

After defining our approach we present our set of experiments that uses a set of

synthetic data sets demonstrating our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art

approach. We conclude the chapter by discussing future work to be pursued in this

area.

5.1 Background and Motivation

Finding an optimal memory allocation between cache and the internal queues is

not a trivial task considering the stochastic nature of the data stream. Therefore,

SPEs currently leave the cache size configuration to users to decide which portion of

available memory is to be assigned to the cache and what portion must be assigned

to internal queues. SPEs provide users with two different options with regards to

cache size configuration: bounded and unbounded cache size. In the bounded option

the user sets an upper bound for the cache size, so the cache can grow up to the

specified size and then after that the cache replacement policy evicts the tuples.

Some of the SPEs (e.g. Coral8 [2]) allow the unbounded cache option where the

cache size can grow indefinitely and it is only bounded by the available memory.
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Generally speaking and as our experiments show in Figure 4.19, the bigger cache

size saves disk I/O operation leading to higher throughput. So it could appear

that using the unbounded cache is a desirable choice. After running numerous

experiments using different data sets we realised that this is correct except where

data exhibits temporal locality. For such a scenario, when the domain of the data

value on the stream changes, the cache content is less useful, leading to more reads

from the disk and potentially the need for a greater waiting queue. In these cases,

and if the unbounded cache was used, the cache size increases without improving the

throughput and limits the waiting queue and eventually leads to memory outage.

Also, choosing bounded cache size might not be the appropriate option where the

number of distinct values on the stream is a priori unknown.

The difficulty of setting parameters for using cache explained above is the main

motivation for this chapter’s novel approach of detecting each scenario and suggest-

ing an appropriate upper bound size for the cache. Given our approach uses stack

reuse distance as well as pattern matching capability of the SPEs, in the next section

we discuss these elements before detailing our approach.

5.1.1 Stack Reuse Distance

Reuse distance was originally proposed by Mattson et al. [18] in 1970 in order to

perform cost-performance evaluation of a large class of storage hierarchies. Mattson

et al defined the reuse distance as the number of distinct data elements accessed

between two consecutive references to the same element. Reuse distance measures

the volume of the intervening data not the time between two accesses. While time

distance is unbounded in a long-running program, reuse distance is always bounded

by the size of a physical data. Matsson et al used a stack data structure to calculate

the reuse distance. We define the stack reuse distance within the context of stream

data processing as follows:

Definition 9 The stack reuse distance of an incoming tuple on stream S is the

number of distinctive data tuples accessed between two consecutive uses of the same

data tuple.

The stack reuse distance can be computed as follows. Consider the incoming tuples

on stream S. Iterate over the data tuples sequentially, and if the tuple was not being

accessed before (not found in the stack), place it to the top of the stack, here the

stack reuse distance is infinite (∞). If the current tuple was previously referenced

(found in the stack), move it to the top of stack; The reuse stack distance is the
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Figure 5.1: Stack reuse distance

distance to the top of stack when it is referenced. Figure 5.1 shows the reuse stack

computation. Note that throughout this thesis, the stack replacement policy is LRU

however our approach does not have any limitation on using alternative replacement

policies.

5.1.2 Pattern Matching in SPEs

Pattern matching is an important feature that most of the commercial SPEs provide,

these SPEs often advertise themselves as a CEP (Complex Event Processing) engine.

Pattern matching is a more complex form of event processing in which the simple

events that are detected by the streaming operator can be correlated in order to

identify more meaningful events [60]. Here we provide some examples where CEP

engines are useful:

• Fraud detection: fraud patterns are often described as a sequence of events,

in one or more streams. For example, in financial services, many fraud patterns

involving traders and brokers include events, such as the broker taking an

order from the customer and emailing the trader, the trader issuing a certain

trade and, perhaps, calling another trader, the other trader waiting for certain

market events then issuing another transaction, and so on.

• Business process monitoring: many instances of business process failures

may be described as patterns. For example, an application may initiate a
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certain sequence of steps, some of which complete normally, while others en-

counter problems because of another application.

• Network security: network attacks are often sophisticated, and involve a

number of events. For example, an attacker may send a certain sequence of

packets to certain ports, then try to authenticate across a number of servers

and applications, send another sequence of packets, and so on. Tracking and

preventing such attacks, especially distributed denial of service attacks, involve

the monitoring of a large number of patterns.

In this chapter we use pattern matching to detect the temporal locality of the

input stream and we define some of the basic operators that are used in pattern

matching queries. Note that we only define a basic set of the most common operators

among the commercial SPEs (see Table 5.1) and use Esper EPL (Event Pattern

Language) [4] to write pattern matching queries.

5.2 Our Approach

Our novel approach uses stack reuse distance [18] that can detect such patterns

on data input and suggests the appropriate upper bound cache size for various

scenarios. We observed for input streams exhibiting temporal locality with changing

data domain values, the combination of maximum stack reuse distance (MaxSRD)

and stack depth size StackSize shows a pattern of increasing value for MaxSRD.

Here MaxSRD remains constant after a period of time while StackSize increases in

value. In these cases, MaxSRD suggests the upper bound value for the cache where

increasing the cache size beyond MaxSRD does not improve the throughput. Figure

5.2 shows a simple example where the data has four data patterns and each pattern

exhibits temporal locality that changes the domain value with a regular trend. To

detect such patterns, and considering all the major SPEs support pattern matching

(regular expression) detection, we define each pattern as a pattern matching query.

This pattern query can be written in a generic form using the regular expression A+

− > B+ where A+ is 1 or more occurrence of increasing MaxSRD followed by B+

which is 1 or more occurrences of constant MaxSRD and increasing StackSize.

Figure 5.3 plots the 2-D illustration of MaxSRD and StackSize for our example

(Figure 5.2) and shows there are two places in which MaxSRD remain constant at

value two and four. To make sure that the pattern matching does not recognise and

report the MaxSRD = 2, we have to make sure that the pattern B is long enough.
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Operator Description Example

Unary

every, not,

every-distinct
every MyEvent

timer:interval(5min) and not MyEvent

Guard post-
fix

where timer:within

while (expression)
MyEvent where timer:within(1sec)

a=MyEvent while (a.price > 10)

repeat

[num]

until

[5] MyEvent

[1..3] MyEvent until MyOtherEvent

and

and every (MyEvent and MyOtherEvent)

or

or every (MyEvent or MyOtherEvent)

followed-by

-> every (MyEvent -> MyOtherEvent)

Table 5.1: Pattern matching operator
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Figure 5.3: 2-D plot illustrates the pattern of MaxSRD and StackSize

For instance for the pattern query from Figure 5.2 the size of pattern B must be

at least 6 (A+ − > [6]B+). Now we define the upper bound size for pattern B as

follows:

[Size]B < (n− 2)

where n is the total number of tuples consumed by pattern matching query. Here

both of the patterns (A+ and B+) need to have at least one occurrence. Making the

minimum number of input tuples for pattern A to recognise the increase in MaxSRD

as two, therefore the upper bound size of pattern B is n− 2. Because stream data

is unbounded, we also need to define an upper bound value of n. The upper bound

value of n is how long we have run the pattern matching query before we lose hope in

finding a match and stop the query. In this case, n is bounded by the total amount

of available memory and when the number unique of processed tuples (StackSize)

has reached the size of available memory and the pattern matching query has not

yet detected a pattern. At this point we terminate the pattern matching query.

Here we write the pattern query from our example using the pattern recognition

language of an open-source commercial SPE (Esper[4])

INSERT INTO CacheUpperSize

SELECT e2.MaxSRD AS UpperBoundCacheSize

FROM PATTERN [EVERY

((e1=S) -> e2=S(MaxSRD > e1.MaxSRD))

[10]((e3=S)-> e4=S(MaxSRD=e3.MaxSRD

AND StackSize > e3.StackSize))]
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Note that other commercial SPEs provide features for pattern matching with a

slightly different syntax. The above query receives an input stream (S) of our

example and as Figure 5.3 reports e2 which determines the upper bound size

(cache size=4) for the cache used inside our SRJ operator.

5.2.1 Cache Size Configuration In Action

Unlike the conventional approach, we use a fixed or unbounded cache configuration.

We start with a fixed allocation strategy but in parallel with the SRJ query, and

we run a pattern matching query using a more appropriate upper-bound cache size

once a pattern has been detected. As previously outlined the pattern matching query

will not run indefinably, it either terminates once a pattern is detected or StackSize

reaches the size of available memory. At this stage users currently have to manually

terminate the pattern matching query when the termination conditions are satisfied.

Addressing this issue is automated continuous query termination is a challenging

issue has gained attention elsewhere [61] but has not yet been implemented by

commercial SPEs.

5.2.2 Memory Consumption

The next issue to address in our approach is memory consumption of the static

reuse distance calculation. Measuring reuse distance between two data accesses

means counting the number of distinct data between them. In the worst case, the

measurement needs to examine all preceding accesses for each access in the trace.

In this thesis we use a naive algorithm that needs O(N2) time and O(N) space

for a trace of length N. Recent works suggest more efficient reuse stack distance

computation [62, 63], for instance in [62] a tree structure is used to hold the last

access of all data needs O(logN) time per access and O(N) total space. Even though

we will consider using a more advanced algorithm for reuse distance computation in

future work, it is not a critical issue given we are dealing with an infinite stream of

data.
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5.3 Experiments

To prove the superiority of our approach we conducted an experimental study and

compared the performance of our approach with the state-of-the-art approach that

uses bounded or unbounded memory allocation between the cache and the waiting

queue. Similar to Section 4.4, the throughput rate is the performance metric indi-

cates how many stream tuples can be processed in the time unit. The join processing

technique and experimental platform used in this section are identical to Section 4.4.

5.3.1 Data Sets

We evaluate the performance of our approach on a synthetic data set that exhibit

temporal locality. A detailed description of the synthetic data set is presented below.

Temporal Locality. To demonstrate the capability of our algorithm for more

efficient cache size configuration, we need a data set that exhibits temporal locality

with regular data domain change. We use a synthetic data set where join values of

the stream tuples within a time period fall mostly within a subset of the relation

domain. This data set has the following characteristic: The relation contains 80

million rows and the join key is uniformly distributed from 0 to 5 million. The

stream contains 20 million rows and is split in 40 intervals of 500k row. Each

interval i, i ∈ [0, 39] has uniform distribution (skew=0) in [i ∗ 50000, (i+ 1) ∗ 50000].

Thus, each stream interval requires localised reads on only 1% of the relation.

5.3.2 Experimental Results for Cache Size Configuration

In this section, we used our synthetic temporal data set where the input data exhibits

temporal locality with regular change in its domain values. As we explained in

Section 5.2, our operator can automatically detect such scenarios and suggest an

upper-bound for the cache size. Here, we measure the throughput of fixed memory

allocation for several different fixed allocation ratios 20%, 50%, 70% and unbounded.

We compare them to each other and also to our efficient cache size configuration.

Please note, the throughput measured for our approach was only measured after the

pattern query was detected.

Unlike the previous experiments in Section 4.4 where the total memory budget

was fixed, in this set of experiments shown in Figure 5.4 we increased the total mem-

ory budget from 2% to 16% of the relation size. The results support our arguments
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Figure 5.4: Throughput vs memory size

for data with temporal locality where increasing the memory budget beyond certain

size does not necessarily increase the throughput. In this experiments, for instance,

increasing memory beyond 14%, 12%, 10% and 8% of the relation size for 20%, 50%,

70% and unbounded cache size respectively does not increase the throughput. On

the other hand, in our approach, we achieve a significantly higher throughput as

memory size increases.

5.4 Related Work

Stack reuse distance has been used in other contexts [62, 64, 65] to predict the

pattern on accesses to data, however using the combination of stack reuse distance

and maximum stack distance in our way is novel and to the best of our knowledge has

not been applied before. For example, in [62], Ding et al used stack reuse distance

to predict program behaviour and its locality. In order to predict the pattern across

the whole program, they use a reference histogram which is a transpose of the reuse

distance histogram. It sorts all memory access based on their reuse distance and

shows the average distance of each k percent of memory references. For example,

when k is 1, the reference histogram first gives the average distance for 1% shortest

reuse distance, then the average for the next 1% shortest reuse distance, and so on.
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Ding et al use the reference histogram for two purposes. First, it isolates the effect

of non-recurrent parts of the program. Some instructions are executed per execution;

some are repeated per program data. When the data size becomes sufficiently large,

the effect of the former group diminishes into at most a single bin of the histogram.

Second, the size of the bin controls the granularity of prediction. A bin size of 1%

means that we do not predict finer distribution of distances within 1% of memory

references. A reference histogram is computed from a reuse-distance histogram by

traversing the latter and calculating the average distance for each k% of memory

references.

Given two reference histograms from two different data inputs, they construct a

formula for each bin. Let d1i be the distance of the ith bin in the first histogram,

d2i be the distance of the ith bin in the second histogram, s1 be the data size of the

first training input, and s2 the data size of the second input. They use linear fitting

to find the closest linear function that maps data size to reuse distance. Specifically,

they find the two coefficients, ci and ei, that satisfy the following two equations.

d1i = ci + ei ∗ fi(s1)

d2i = ci + ei ∗ fi(s2)

Assuming the function fi is known, the two coefficients uniquely determine the

distance for any other data size. The formula therefore defines the reuse-distance

pattern for memory accesses in the bin. The overall pattern is the aggregation of all

bins. The pattern is more accurate if more training profiles are collected and used

in linear fitting. The minimal number of training inputs is two.

5.5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we proposed a novel approach to suggest an upper bound for the cache

size inside SRJ operators for where streaming data exhibits temporal locality. We use

an approach based on stack reuse distance where data with temporal locality reveals

a specific pattern. This pattern was detected by another pattern matching query

running in parallel with the SRJ query and the results suggest an upper bound size

for the cache. Our experimental study on a synthetic data set exhibiting temporary

locality evidences that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art approaches where

the cache size is fixed or set to unlimited by a factor of 4 and 3 respectively.
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The research presented in this chapter, we believe, has the potential to be ex-

tended in different ways in our future work. For instance, we only suggest an upper

bound for the cache size whereas finding an optimal memory allocation between

cache and the queue size is a challenging issue that is worth investigating. Also,

we assumed that the pattern on the data will not change while the SRJ query is

running therefore having a more adaptive approach for memory allocation between

cache and queue is another challenging issue. Finally, in our approach we used stack

data structure to calculate reuse distance that is not very efficient (e.g. memory

consumption). In our future work, we would like to use a more efficient way of

calculating reuse distance (e.g. using tree [62]), and explore how to adapt in the

case of streaming.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of our contributions, key points

of discussion, and outlines future research directions.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

In this study we address Stream-Relation Join (SRJ) processing: an important is-

sue within the stream data processing landscape. The motivations behind the work

came after years of in-depth research into the commercial Stream Processing Engines

(SPEs) in collaboration with global IT companies and academic institutions active

in the stream data processing community. The SRJ problem is often mentioned as

the most important condition limiting the pervasive usage of commercial SPEs even

though the market demand is strong for an alternative data processing paradigm,

especially in the age of the Internet of Things (IoT). This study systematically ad-

dresses this challenging issue by providing a complete set of practical solutions that

have received significant attention across academia and industry. More specifically

this thesis provides two solutions for the SRJ problem. The first solution envi-

sions a federation stream processing architecture that deals with the SRJ problem

by building the streaming engine on top of a database. Unlike other stream rela-

tion approaches that build a streaming engine from scratch, we only build a very

lean federation layer over multiple commercial SPEs that can outsource the missing

streaming functionalities of the database to the underlying SPEs. This study defines

and explains the details of all the major building blocks needed to build a federated

stream processing engine. We employed a use case adapted from a real-life scenario

to explain how our federation approach works in action. As a proof of concept,

we have implemented a federated stream processing layer on top of a commercial
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database and two commercial SPEs demonstrating the feasibility of our approach

in terms of overhead.

The second solution addresses the limitation of the federation approach which

assumes sources of historical data are locally available. Once historical data sources

are not available locally the federation approach must rely on its underlying SPEs to

perform the SRJ queries. To deal with this problem, we proposed a generic operator

that can be used by any commercial SPE without need for significant changes.

We discussed the details of our operator that facilitates SRJ processing regardless

of cache performance and data distribution on both the stream and the relation.

Finally, we provide an extensive set of experiments using a variety of synthetic and

real data sets to demonstrate that our operator outperforms the state-of-the-art

approach.

Furthermore this study explores how to efficiently manage memory between the

cache and the queue inside the SRJ operator. We use an approach based on stack

reuse distance where the data with temporal locality reveals a specific pattern. This

pattern was detected by a another pattern matching query running in parallel with

the SRJ query to suggest the upper bound size for the cache. Our experimental study

on a synthetic data set exhibiting temporary locality demonstrates our approach and

outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches where the cache size is fixed or is set to

unlimited by a factor 4 and 3 respectively.

6.2 Future Research Directions

While future areas of work have been identified throughout this study, here only

commercialisation potentials might be investigated further as future work in collab-

oration with industry (please see Sections: 3.6, 4.5 and 5.5 for detailed future work

opportunities for each approach). Here we summarise two of the major ideas from

this study that we believe have strong commercialisation potential. First the inno-

vative federated stream processing architecture, this solution not only addresses the

challenging issue of SRJ processing but also combines the relational databases with

multiple SPEs. This means our federated stream processing architecture benefits

from using all the capabilities provided by a RDBMS product (e.g. consistency)

and is not locked into only one specific SPE to process the streaming queries. It

is a generic solution that can be used to build a federated stream processing ar-

chitecture on top of any commercial RDBMS using a range of commercial SPEs.

In a business environment where current SPEs are more or less tailor made for a
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specific application, big businesses might use more than one commercial SPEs to

handle their streaming data load. The demand for using more than one SPEs is

more pressing in cloud-based streaming solutions where the platform services a wide

range of applications. In these cases federated stream processing solutions provide

a cloud-based platform that can develop streaming applications over multiple SPEs

and databases without needing an inside knowledge of each SPE and how they

interact with relational databases.

The second solution outlined in this thesis with commercialisation potential is

our new SRJ operator. This operator can be used in a complementary fashion

to our federated stream processing architecture where the source of the relational

data is not locally available. Considering most of SPEs today support user-defined

functions, we believe our operator has a potential to be commercialised as a user-

defined function that SPEs can use without making significant changes to the core

of their engine.
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